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I I 072(o ýDepartment of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

IJL 17 1996

Dr. William D. Travers, Director
Spent Fuel Project Office
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Dr. Travers:

The Department of Energy (DOE) published a request for expression of interest and comments in
the May 28, 1996, Federal Register Notice as part of DOE's on-going efforts to develop a plan
for the performance of its waste acceptance, storage, and transportation responsibilities. Fifty-
one parties provided comments in response to this request. A copy of these comments is enclosed
for your information as promised during the July 1, 1996, management meeting between DOE and
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

A pre-solicitation conference held at DOE on July 9, 1996, was attended by 89 persons
representing 68 organizations. Most attendees were representative of various equipment and
service vendor organizations and utilities or utility interest groups, as well as limited
representation from other stakeholder and special interest groups. The comment period resulting
from this conference will close July 23, 1996. The draft .request for proposal is scheduled for
issue in October of this year.

If you require any additional information, please contact Dave Zabransky at (202) 586-9198.

Sincerely,

Ronald A. Milner, Director
Office of Program Management

and Integration
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Management // ý-_Ob U
Enclosure
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cc:

R. Loux, State of Nevada
R. Price, NV Legislative Committee, NV
J. Meder, NV Legislative Counsel Bureau, NV
M. Murphy, Nye County, NV
D. Bechtel, Clark County, NV
P. Niedzielski-Eichner, Nye County, NV
B. Mettam, Inyo County, CA
V. Poe, Mineral County, NV
F. Mariani, White Pine County, NV
H. Estes, Lander County, NV
S. Green, Eureka County, NV
J. Hoffman, Esmeralda County, NV
J. Regan, Churchill County, NV
L. Bradshaw, Nye County, NV
J. Pitts, Lincoln County, NV
W. Barnard, NWTRB, Washington, DC
T. Burton, NV Indian Environmental Coalition, NV
R. Holden, National Congress of American Indians
M. Federline, NRC
J. Austin, NRC
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BILLINGOCODE (645O~ - JUNE 18, 996 Federal Reg1ster
:• " " ". ..Notice

"Notice of
Waste Acceptac Storage, and Transportation Serices

Agency. Office of Civilian Ra~ioactive Waste Management

- U.S. , .. •tment ofEnery
. • // .•, • . , .

A"cton: R•quest for Expression of Interest and Commnats

Summary: The Office of Civilian. Radioactive, Waste Management (OCRWM) is

- ~responsible u~nder the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended (NWPA)

-. for transporting spent zuclear fuel (spent fuel) from conmmercwialuclear r6actor

* sites to a Federal facility for storage or disposal. Thet kandard Conract for

-*Dispsal of Spent Fuel andlor Hfigh Level Radioactive Waste (JOCFR961)
- -detil th aranemetsbetveen the Dep~artment 'and the d~wner and g~enerators

of spent fuel'(Purchasers) for the Department to accept the spent fuel at the

Purchasers' -sites for transport to the receivn Federal facilty. Section 1 37(a)2.;

of the NWPA requh-es the utilization of private industry to the 'fulest extent

posibl i the transportation oif spent fuel.

OCRWM is developing a plan for the performance of its waste acceptance,

- storage aixd transportation responsibilities which are set forth in the NWPA and

* Stindard'Contract'and iisoliciting iniput from interested parties as to its

prqoposeapproich.

Dates Submissions of interest and comments in response to this Notice

sbould be'received 'by the Department no, later than ~three weeks

* rom the date of this annoiucmn A presolicitio

'conference may be beld this summer, if so, a 'separate Notice*

- - * wiU be ssueienfygthda. Respondents td this Notice

-. . ~-*. willbe placed on a list t6 eev additional iniformation which

• -I= . may include ..aftsoiitation .ouent in preparion for the,

prelicitatin -conference. .



kAddressw Submissions including any comments should be sent to:
. Michelle misinis, cn Officer

U. S.D . p. 9fEnrg

.1000 IndependenceAve. SW"

Attention: R-56121*.

* Washington" D.C.. 205

For Further Information Contact., M Michelle Miskinis (DOEIHR-61.2 1), 202-634-4413

or Ms Beth Tomasoni (DOEAHR-561.21), 202-6344408

.. . . ....

Supplementary Informiation: The following. describes key features of the OCRWM proposed.

approadi:

SOE cona cn -g .

F pe of Servies DEatcPates cnrtigfor supplies ad servceswhcwid

include: accepting speni-fuel fi)om Purchasers' facilities (as identified in the"Acceptance

K.,,iofity Rwnkng and Annual Capaciity Reports and supplying compatib~le transportation (and

Possibly storaie) casks and equipment and UTrasorting spent-fuel to a designiated Federal
facility. C. ontractors would also bi responsible for any' inteimodal tanport requird

Anclupding he haul. Confactofs may be t the' er o spent-fuel...

* acceptance to achieve efficiency of operation or to lower costs. Ctrcrswould work with
*Purchasers to determine the best way to service a site, and would'recornmend'preferred

'tranisportatioin routes to thfe Federal faiit.Cntractors will also be required to interface with

those State, L-ocal and Tribal goveirnments,'along thesectdote

71e location and type of.Federal facility (either a repository or on initerimi storage facility
* (IP) cnilt yet be determined. Initially, spent-fuiel delvrdt h eea site wudb

2 .. t t .,u

"aitee befor °rii "fb .aiky bid at som P in "h sevc"eidteCnrco

Ar 0, M 2 " '
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•. - .-. . . -

many be required to bandie uncanls~tered speni-fueL -Transportaton and storage equipmenlt to

m}e uplied would be reqjuired to comply- With applicable Nuclear Regulatory Cmiso

(N~RC) and Department of Transpotation (1~)( regulatiwis OCRWM acceptance criftriA6
-. "

"' ntract M Competitive' fixed-pric type contracts are being considered with a phased

* Implemenaton thit includes sequential development of busin6ssservicing plans descnbifg

contractore' individual approachbes, fabricationlacquisition of hardware, and trangportation

services operatfions." More than one award is anticipated. One approach under consideration

-. is to divide the country into regions, for example, the four NRC regions." No contractor

would be awarded more than two regional servce contracts& It is envisioned that there will

be several'Requests for Poosals (RFPs) isued over'several decades for thes sevices with..

-more than one award made under each RFP. ". " --- '

Co.tract Term: A contract termof five to ten years is envisioned. Tis would.allow a

" contrat, two to threeyears to procure transportation and storage equipment and achieve-

perational readiness. Performance of waste acceptance and. transportation services would

take place over the remaining pripd of contct. A service period spanningseveral years

also Would allow contractors the flexibility to improve the efficiency ;f operations and reduce

costi.

- Schedule: SchedWe specifics will be addessTed in any solicitation. For planning purposes, it

is expected that a Federal facility could be i operaton to receive spent fuel withln four years

of statutoiy direction, and conitractors could be expected to begin developinw evc
arrangements with Purchasers two to three years before spent fuel shipment.

•. . ..-.. ............

Am ..6 5 . •

• A n. • . ." $•:- . ." .
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ub-m.ssio.s 6 .nter.st.

- OCRWMii inleesed in receiving expressions of interest and conmMents relatin to this

proposed approach for carzing OWt its waste acoqftancc, ftansportation' and any storage"

fntosespecially mih Mr5to.eAoloin 5s

* a o . .

S e a of t p tion service contractors And individual Purchasers to reach --

agreement on methods and schedules for'servicing seific utility sites, including ways

to foster Purchasr cooperation. , . r o

2. The willingness of *Purchasers toconstruct or permanent physical plant.*.. . o

S modifications* aod th o obtain license amendments or technical specification changes that

would.improve the efficiency and reduce the costs ofoloading and removal of Spent

S fuel from individual plan.L .. "

'3. TIe r easnableness of dividing the contry . ino a nulmbr of regio pre

- -competition and industrial capabiflityin the' marketplace, w&hie still ensuring low cost:

servces to OCRWMI 7

'The capability of the nuclear industny to acqunr sucen spet fuel canistra,

.tansportation c osk and storage module production capacity to meet near-term service
o ,tcontractor requirements. . , . .*.* . t

-: S. Potential business armngements.pricing structures which might increase contractor

freedom and f lexibility to develop and implemenit innovative approachesý to improve
.. ystem efficienrcy and lower costs, reduce or eliminate the aned for front-end financing".

by OcRWM. of bontracto'r activities and procurements, 6r mitigate risks associated

with programma tc uncertainties

6.• .Alther•natv methods of strucing this procurement t6 ensure O omjetition on future

.- .procurement. -

Ap2 I17, M~

-. I-



.OE will consider and may utflize all information recommendations, and suggestions
idedinresponse to this notice. Rcspondents should not proie any information that they

,/*

-consider to be privileged or confidential io wbich the respbndenl does.not want disclosed to.

heypublic. DOE does not intend to.respond to comments, either to individual bonmentors or
ipyublicaton of afoIrmal notice.'*Eacb submittal should consist of one original and three

photopewles

This notice should not be construed @(I) as a commitment by the Department to enter into any
-agreement wnith any.entity'submitting an expression of interest of comments in response to,

-o - J: .. .. .IN .tci, (2 s. . en.t.isuan F ncug

(3) a requestfor proposaLs.

Issued in Washington, D.C on M-y 21a1996.

(_LiAeqS2Wek Operation Division "Bu
Office of Placement and Administration

*1

A 4

• .

ApI 37. Im SS
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1* Environmental Transport, Inc.
Suite 350

1013 Centre Road.
Wilmington, DE 19805-1297

June 10,' 1996.

Ms. Michelle Miskinis:-
Contracting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW
HR-561.21
Washington, DC 20585

Q .

In Re: Request for Expression of Interest and Comments on DOE's Notice of Waste
Acceptance, Storage and Transportation Services,.61 Fed. Reg. 103. (May
28, 1996)

Dear Ms. Miskinis,

This'response is being submitted on behalf of Environmental Transport, Inc.
t• ("EIT'),a Delaware Corporation, to the Request for Expression of Interest and

Comments Regarding Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Transportation Plan C(EOr') published in the FederalRegister on May 28, 1996.

- Set forth below are ETI's comments on the six specific issues DOE wanted
. interested parties to address: .

. 1. ETI sees noreason why the prospective transportation contractors. (hereafter
"carriers")and utilities (hereafter "utilities") will not be able to reach agreement on
the methods and schedules for servicing specific utility sites. It appears to be in the

- ,- .mutual interest of both to reach an accommodation to move spent fuel in a timely
and cost efficient manner. The ranking of fuel in the queue or the exchange of
transportation allocations between utilities is of no particular concern, at least at this

" early stage, to a prospective carrier.. .

With the proper equipment, ade'quatenbtice, sufficient financial incentive and a*

cooperative shipper, a carrier will able to provide the necessary level of service.

• ' i"



2. The willingness of utilities to.make either temporary or permanent modifications'
to their'physical plants to reduce the costs of loading and removal of spent fuel is
entirely up to the utilities. Based up6n the type and size of motor carrier equipment
necessary to provide service, ihe carrier may well have some input. Certain plant
"modifications may well expedite the removal, encasement and loading of spent fuel.

Generally the cost of transportation includes the amount of time spent by the carrier
staging equipment, loading the cargo and preparing the cargo for over-the-road
shipment. Any plant modifications that would decrease the amount of time or effort

. spent by the carrier should result in a lower transportation cost.

" 3. In order to preserve competition it may or may not be reasonable to divide the
country into a number of regions. The cost of acquiring necessary equipment and

providing service may haye the most impact upon establishing and maintaining a
competitive environment. Also the number of contracts awarded would be a factor.

So much of the feasibility of this proposal depends upon who will provide financing
for the design, manufacture and acquisition of the specialized over-the-road
equipment. With an undertaking of this magnitude and duration; it is improbable
that .any cairier would front any cost on a purely speculative basis. Something much
more secure will be necessary in order to induce a carrier to become involved...

As the project matures the advisability of this proposal may or may not become
obvious. . . .

4. With sufficient lead time, which would include necessary regulatory approval, the
nuclear industry should be able to acquire sufficient approved canisters to use in the
transportation and storage of spent nuclear fuel. This again is solely within the
purview and control of the utilities. "

5. Pricing stiuctures, long and short term financial obligations, equipment design,
manufacture, acquisition. and operation costs, anticipated maintenance expenses,
anticipated profitability and a number of other financial issues are all of concern to

.-a proposeddtransportation provider. This may well be one ofthe most significant
elements in this proposal. A tremendous 'mount of thought must be devoted to'this
aspect.

,2



S. .

6. Future competition will depend upon a host of factors, the most important of
which is probably the profitability of the undertaking..

EI respectfuly requests that it be placed on the mailing list so that it will receive.
copies of all future Notices and any other infonnAorn distr•buted by the Department.
Furthermore ETI supports the notion of a presolicitation conference.. If one is

* scheduled, ETI would respectfully request adequate notice so that its representatives
can be present.

Roger T.-oberson
Environmental Transport, Inc.

I

..- .-----

2
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YANKEEATOMIC ELECrRIC COMPANY
Telephoe (508)o I

MX 710-.360.7619

yo.

Ms. Michelle mizi '
Contracting Offimr
U.S. Pepartmneif of En. g
" OOnOndemdepce Ave ,W.

ttenio= HDR-I.C2.W•h'l•stO3, D.C.- -".

580.4ami Street, Golion, Massachusetts 01740.3DI

J7une 18, 1996.
Fl'C 9-004 1

SUBJECT:. Respo'nse of YankeeAtonic Elecutic Company to the 'Ofice of Civilian Radioactive .

Waste ManagemeMnt, Dtpartmcnt of Energy, Request for Expression of Interestand--
Comments - Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Sevires" "
(61 FR. 2650, dated May28, 1996) --

Dear)s. NMisidzis:

Yankee Atomic Electfic Company (Yankee) provides the follovAng conuments in response to the
subject nwAice request involving the Officc of Civilian Radioactivc Wastc Managcmcnt (OCR ,I1).
Yank•e vi the uwiui orlthc YunkvcNudczw Puwa Stafton ia Rowe, MIaClbustts abd psovides
• • ineg and l scesng srvices to nuclear power plants in New England. Because Yankee Rowe

* 1. pananewly shut down and is in the process ofbcing de•ommissione4 Yankee is vtafly interested
. in the DOE's plans regarding waste acceptance, storage and transportation. . * .

SIJMAIWOF COMMENTS

L'. Shtdown wnm• ,•aie rcactm like Yankee bave been give- by contt -- p it
wdsideration in the aceptanýe of their spent fuel. To acoommnodate this need, the contractor
must be allowed reasonable flexibiliry to alter the schedule. Ace.rdin/,1y Yankee supports the- - --- ". .-. -.... _ •..S.a ..

- VV -U l- .utazin to provide tus Iacxmbin. , .- •.

2. Beides mmpWS vhh kpl fights ofT sutdo•W plants, flembility provides the added bonus
of greater speed and economy. One way is to remove larger quantities of spent fuel in fewer
campaiL•s. a Concept whIc Yankeehas lone supportedL.

3. Y""ket f.vOzi the corpetitive free market We are concerned that DOE$s privatization" effort
cn&tail a2Z yWa im'Z~c-contr&ict 4raffing, process w-hich vihVi erotc' its own bure~aucracy and
s4 n=4tw nun-vuwptdI6ve lituation Util=ii shulabe alowed to 4sittiteis n wninatcts to =a
if they can get better, faster'and cheaper services. To the extent a utility can save money over
what DOE is willing to spend tot the. same service, that savings should go to that utility.

* . . . -. . . . .* (
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- 4. DOE does not need to be the vendor or contractor to fulfill its obigation; but it must provide
the iss&nti' framework for the utilities to help themselves. lIRst, DOE should maximize the use
of .. o.e.,s nwrr, ly avsfolahot rat1• thAn d"t.;Wn new on"e, and accejk all rati that are .*M,

for tran-sport n.d licensed for at-reictor ztorage. Secono, DOE mus-t get'the pol•tia-ml and
* rcguato~y approval for the transpo-rtatI&n condidoro ht iwil be- rxc&&d

*Each of the above four items ame discussed 'In" greater detail below. In addition, responses to six
issues raised specifically by.OCRWM are also provided.

7 " . " . o .

IDISCUSSTO

1. The Priofay AcciRijar& ProAjiQns orthe bM A and =act Must Be met

* From the very be~inini&3 common sense and flexibilitty were expected .to be part'of the Waste
•Program. Spent tu was expected to be Shipped "eapeditiousl, and shutdown plants were expected

- to be given priority. TheNuclear.Waste Policy Act of 1982 states, `..'he Secretary shal take title
.-to the high level radioactive waste or the spent fuel involved as expeditiously as practicable upon
request of the ,cnemtor of such waste or spent fuel." The Standard DOE Contract says,
Not"'4ihs'a'nfi'o the ejag of the SINT dn/or HT WV pvincnity Tn*y hI arMaySFad LW

r -Ae fro- -a tiiinncear poner reactor th"' hwes rea-ched the end of it: usefU life chas be=n
zlafl dawn- permanerstly for vvtatuver reason. Thus. DOE~s rv.ccx.*y ptoposcd luazg~aag to provide

- "' schedule fl]xbility to onLra-tfurs is conssientwith dic intenutiboui the ldaw aWd 1w wntrauL.

'" abrug contractors to provide priority to Yankee's SNF will not impact the shipment schedules for
: othe" rewtorm There are orny 533 spent fael assemblies (127 MTIs) in storage in the spent fuel pool

(SFP) at Yankee. DOE's waste management system can easily handle this snmal quantity which is
' k"" s than 1 -of J% of the. ,m S ds.-ra " 4 to df"te. Rv"• if M-. F"rants pd~rfty ssItkSto ale.

ot-er p re" -e. y -'hu',4own react.or,, the effect on the a.ce-pt=nce rate is ttill mv •nm

The Inipementafton of the priority clause wil significantly lower costs for both Yankee and DOR
Yankee must store the SNF onsite in the spent fuel pool and/r" a dry-torage system until it is

• removed by DOE. Oy enabling the contractors to implement priority. an unnecsary cost on the
order of $70-90 million (the agount needed to build a.soraBc f.•clity and store the fuel at the

.. .Yanke site for this added period) can be avoid.d. Furthermore, savings can also be achieved for
-the Waste Program by consoridatlng the number of redundant removal campaigns at shutdown plantz,

_.tCul lysmaler nY* .- . . ", . , .-
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2. DOM Should Mid=xmz Schedule Fexibility and Cgst Elfhtivnes

• " • e.9.

DO current schedule taing Yankees SNF offsite is based on the "Oldest Fuel MFrst" criteri
S. formniated in DOE'& Anrna Cinacity anw1 wvoich =WM th*n fad In yers, of the Wage
* Program's opt-m AccordinL to this schedule, 38 tom of SID at abo• 30% of Y.nkce; to-.l

Will bt r-awov-,d. The:; two more d-e.ad.-S u- pus beforc all ofthc rp.mnhlzg 704 is re"movaL "

IJt makes no programmatic or economnic sense for the contractor to come to Yankee's site fauLtimes
in tivn years to remove a total ofrwat constitutes only 1% of DO's capacity for that five-year period

S (38tonvs. 3700 tons). Ifall DOE is going to takeis I* /why not just come on ceinstead offour
times. In fact, whHe DOE is there, why not tike all of it - 3% insead of 1% of DOE's S-year
capacity. - and never have to come back again, ever? . "

Yankee's suation is toe uie. conreto perfor
ntiqe.Ieethe currn schedule 'akes feDEcnrco efr'

264 campaigns at 43 diffierent reactr shtes during the first I0 Y •4 of the patuam. Tis is am
"lvctagv ursA;pp;nS flBum 26 difflrTmt locations each and every year and an average of five to=
visits to each site over the first ten years. By remnoving larger quantitis m fewer campaigns,
si•anificatly better'economies can be aclireved. IC for example, the SN allocation was consolidated
from annual groupings to Eve-year groupings, the average number of annual campaigns could be
reduced from 26 per'year to eight, a reduction of two-thirds..

* Such consolidation would streamliine operations and Allow the contractor to better Alocate and direct
z rcee. Wl-= ,-ycar Vroupings may alter the seuence of site viss widu the fnvo-y.az

* peijod in the 11r.th sasin quaiwtitiei wouMd be zc~wzvvc flivin =11h ae as under the annual aflomarln
. sce" and atless co to the program. T"us, under such a muli-year schemer Yankee1s: 3j M'l1

a.location could be more efficiently removed in a single campaign by the contractor during the fimt
five years of the program - instead of in four separate annual campaigns. Further, since the
contractor would be removif• 30% of Yankee's spent fuel during this period, and becau.e the
ranmwl 90 MTTJI at the 4te repr mwu 1h .it mll V.lar4ity rrelative to.the Waste Psogr•m'sL'.,1u,1
capa-y•,, thaet is.- P. cm- .,A ,.o efung econonm; -..-Sument for ena¶lirlg the cont•actor to compl€ic

r= - of pcat &cl~ from. th%- shte dwring the saecmpalgpo time. period e iathe I ud yiz,
C", i'j, ;&tn fvr 20 ti. inuw y".s.

-3. ow 1[Jtilities Tn Develop Their Own Contract ""

T ankcee supports the concept of empjowering utilities to control* a~s much of the SNF disposal costs
as posele and, to tht cr4 supors the tit of utilities to Fire th'r own Df•'orie•rnW. storage 4aMd

'. aT4m.t•,,, t , .-. ,..,s,.o ,.,,=.....,e.,•+l•. to .'ect WT-m.• = ln* p.•' o',rm~
. buntr eaucr y .Fin d ow eri th e prniy o c ss. " e be ntly tn es te r c enmpetition is ong t he

." . .E 'V - . ..t = . •
p ==ta c t o r sc . o * - ~z t d e , u t i't y : -o'. . . .* n e n* bddg pocn. ifcrw cntroactor; can ic feetutlty ed and uUtieg4,WVUd.1* five*

* £rutl u va~~im5wbreppopiae.Pu-hmoegvn unlities direc control reducoes
centralized bureaucracy and speeds the process: 1.e best way to . bste " competition is to let it

2 
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- happen. - "

Utilities routinel negotiate contrats forLow Level Waste s-pments to diposal stes. Thouan.ds
a .- ipmerte. are made each year vAthnut the need fhr gnve -nT,--Pnvided r4V-nnat sMhr-pap . Thi •

.is a good example of how a DOE model should fUnctio for High Level Waste -hiprneu.- M=
*. . aiteri for •.•e ecc ~z . arc cw rule; for Whipping arc wcll-und:c-ood; &- the uUtic hka.

t.e Wiattficts to can best ni-etither faleds at the lowest piiw.
4. ..4." Miaxpnze the Use DirXisfMg Systens•... .

DOE need not c rol evey a%7ea of the process to accomplýsh iu mission. Instead it should focus
* on those critical aCas where its cxpcrtiýe is needed to enable utilities to help themselven lFnr

•." ermru providinS uipprovr transportation corridors as soon as possible will give utlitics emd
contractors like s. ewy, at-rt in pei.g their sp-.t futl ii.pment. It wili be at this point when

-. • c•:,r-•.•,•",row •b¢.•czr .p-& a s'",•,' -atilirs and Const"actirs to cxploht the. Syrwsy of'jont

* .s..pmng. O, the uts da.u n l pu3;om the vuWappioval puoto o, cy delay, the ability ofutizates
to plan appropriate. Similarly, uncertainty over the future acceptability of storageshipping casks
can also inhibit effective action by utilities. Accordingly, DOE should declare all suitably-licemed
casks to be acceptable for its storage facility now. . - ..

USPONSES TO Sbi SUCMC OCRVVM CONCERNS
J

o. " .. " -

Q.

The Federal Regster Notice states that OCRWM is interested in comm .ents regardng six sptci&i
issues. Yankees comments follow- - •

#1) *Consistent w~ith our preceding commrents regarding provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act and the Standard Contracts for Osttdowni reactors,. Yankee supports the proposal that the
Cootractorean odi'y the methods amd SChedeI at spen• file] reinoial Io best sem a si.e.
e,_hi.e effici.,cy, and lower cons. "

.2) Purchas em should be willing to Imake certain ste specific modif•coasons andlor take actions
to improve efficiency and reduce the costs of loading and removing SNF from the sites.
However any additional costs incurred in this regard shoMuld be Midly reizuable expenses.

) . The concept -otdirig -up the county into'a mnuber ofreonis to. "...preserve competition
and industrial capability in the marketplaccm while still ensuring low cost eviceta to

CR.WM.". is likely to rel*ea more proby!¢ms than it solves. For example, how would the
bound-scs be draw? How would DOE Lo=nxt that c-ms.-'-bi e-'.e w.; bein pro=,,dIcd
" to 6somers in diffierat reg10s? HoN- is ,.,npcSdion prrn-mted within anj region wtsei oidy."'
one or t% ;o:Ia)wtois •a & uwVu i? Lsuxes suchu fimess and competitive disadvantages
bttw= reeons could cause unnecessary and lengthy delays. A better scheme is one that

oI
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maxi"'imi z tS free market tomptction by allowint utilitis to form their regional
consortiuns it thit turns out to be better, tigecr and more* ecnoi

#4) We betievi that the aci.ear industry can develop sufficient spent fuel canister. tuwnporttion.
cask, and storage module production capacity to meet n•er-terrn srvice cnninutw
requirements. However, this capability WiMl be signilicantly enhawced when the ri•.lat,,requixe.mcit for these rtem e esa.•e. by the gov.ernmnt,.pmzzicUlarly .with regard to
the criteria for acceptance at a Federal interim storage facility. As stated pireviLy, DOE

" "shoi maxmize the use of sys that are currenty available and c&=ptal. licensed casks. -

0S) we support the concept ofincentive p.ici and, to p gromote competition and lower con We
su-est that a bonnus sheme be ortbined with the Aosts of each utility to hir his n
"con.trmac.ih thor. ,g the Waoter Fth " Tn acnbtmln, an iwwrlntiv procram canw be est.auished
contrato rp. For cost acountiIty, ta e uiys costs woue d be subeatk to audiit ai d
to promote greater cost co .-petiveneM whereb any saings should be 3lloomed to utiias

aaicv-C thm.

i6) As stated abmv, Yankee believes that empowerin ut-ilities to amt inodependently to the
rmnmum extent possible &Wll be the most efficmýt way of achieving real economies.
Centralizing the decision mnaking at DOE under a one-size-fits-ull philosophy will only add
more delay and more costs, and should be avoided..

Yankee wil be happy to discuss these and related issues with DOE staff at any time. .Thank yo.

a.

.!. ~Since-ely, .•
YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

SR.M. GCubt, Director
F* PdNwMugeaeat Deip.aizmat

-I
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U-. Department of Energy
1000 IndetpentdezMe Aveikue LP1I

Washington, D.C 20585

• Attention: Ms. Michelle Miskinis
r.b,3 cr .0nM Officer

Subject: Expression of Interest and Comments regarding OCRWM's
I ransportation Plan Commerce Business Daily (--BD) dated 05-24-96

.Northrup Grumman Corporation is pleased to respond with our expression of,
"" intcrt .... ~rd ,i; ,C, WM-'- vta b-Pln. solicited Ln Ohe 2A May 96
issue u[ Cowsmerce "usirness Daily (CBD). Ule-- InclUde u on the bidder's list
such that we receive additional informaiiun, drer! suitdiiu tucu'ierts,
meeting and conference notices, et. aL, pertaining to this new directiori in waste
acceptance, storage and transp6rtation.

Please find our comments to certain issues raised in the CBD, for carrying out
the new proposcd approach in dealbin- W*Lth this .Na•tns civilian ractor

generated SpenLt Nu•l•tmr Fuel (SNl,), below.',

CBD Issue No. 3 - Reasonableness and Refionalization

.7i

While we support splitting the country into regions for industrial base
prc'mcrvation, competition and procurement purpo-ss, we believe th#t inrludin"
blh NRC-lice~ised hardware and non-licensed hardware might be'

d isadvantageous to the government.- We r'co'ommend hfint a L.wmful beatment of
* . " the impacts due to proliferation Of various hardware types (non standard) andi

the associated complexities (tcice .ased costs) Introduced into the transportation
and final acceptance at a fedei-al faciltv be considered on an economic basis. The"compelling rea_•on for this -recOmnmendatinn is that these costsmav. in the long .'

term, fir cxcccd the bcncfits derived by shift"n tfie dev•elopment lnvessmpnt ft.

industry.
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U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
HR-561.21
Washingtori, D.C. 20585 "

Vismaui Sensors and Sys~.n Diviuim

N*sm CItond s Crmaio

S uarnvale.CA OUOM)11

In reply refer to:
RAIL-NIS-96-0024.
14 IJune 1996

Contracting OficE

Subject Expression of Inte". "
Transportation Pla
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.'While we support splitting the c
prtzervaticrn, competition and pr
both NRC-Ucensed hardware amnc .1~~
disadvantageous to the governmt A, ent of

- the impacts due to proliferation.o .. and
the associated complexities (incre " tr--s-- igr- Uon"
. eI final aSpnr this ro ia is of a.n•dse ot an thenm ong . •h
compellinr reeion for tbis rommendation is thai these costs may, in the long
term, far exceed the benfts derived by shifting the-development -ivestment to
industry.
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Certainly many designs will be in existence in different regions, with the
proposed approach,, however, they still would be required to be transported on
" lie ine cummnun denominatur, tim naliun'&a railroad system. T1e pot.etial fur
significant costs as a result of the nation's railroads having to control Nuclear
shipments and charging a premium, given the low volume SNF shipments
-represent intheir'overall business, certainly need to be c6nsidered.

One way to mitigate the impact of this approach is to separately 'procure the
- railcars and provide access to the fleet of railcars to the various "reglonial

"itdsageri" for u•e'hu hWtipvrtuit SNF to am Federal fatiity. Thme raild dti-,s
is not licensed by the NRC., and can easily accommodate the multitude of
projected NRC licensedpayload (Casks) differences through standardizing the
interface for the shipping skids.

On mut. l 1

Cne must careidly look at the Nations railroad industr.y it's heritage for
standardization / simplicity and requirements for new (Nuclear) cars to fully

. understand the concern we are raising. First, the amiount of interdtange
represented by the projected shipments of SNF barely even 'make the chart".
Reference is made to data, attached, from the Association of Amerrcan

:.Railroad's (AAR) that clearly shows SNF shipments by rail are not projct-d to
be a major commodity by volume for the industry. In fact. given the stringent

. _ requirements that would relate to shipments of Nuclear material, It may involve
significant negative impacts to the shipments of other commodities..

This detrimental effect would certainly be amplified ifa proliferation of railcar
designs were allowed to be introduced by region. The impacts would be further
'increased and exacerbated, in that maintenance costs would increase, training
" costs would increase, political arguments with regard to safety would be more
.complex and it would directly translate into anticipated higher costs, to ship
SNF, ultimately paid for by DOE.

Additionally, each railcar design would also be required to be tested and
qualified to AAR standards, with the associated cost being recovered (paid
ultimately by DOE) by a factor, in the worst case, equal to the number of regions.
If shipments of SNF by rail are to occur, then the DOE should consider utilizing
a .minglp raflear 'i.ign as themostefficient politically and economically. The
DOE's procurement practice should be to.buy the.railcars separat.ly, and
provide them to the regional managers'of SNF shipments.

4 . . . -

.. . . .. . . .......... • o. ..

-pp . - , ; - .•, .
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The railcar piocurement could be itructured to provide an adequate quantity to
• be purchased initially, wIth options for follow-on urdts, Which wouild foster

hnvtsIuten!t nelated to hL& critica piete v fhardwre. If the prMcunr ent is
• . divided and left to each regional team, it.is believed that the high business risk

" :coupled with the low quantity will not economically drive an investment to
S . . bring the railcar technology tothe marketplace. The railcair fleet could be

adequately competed, and further, more than adequite sub- competition exists
for components and services associated with the rafilcar construction.

" CBD Issue No. 4- Industa Capabilit

We also believe that a sufficient industrial base exists presently, with excess
capacity, for the supply of materials and fabrication of other h"ardare (ie. SNF
.canisters, transportation casks, transfer casks, ancillary equipment) to meet the
near terni' needs of potential service contractors. Our factory alone in Sunnyvale,
CA has capacity currently to handle all of the needs for transportation casks and

- related equipinenL and we are awaie of Ootwrs with the Same situalioi. Tim.
should not pose a problem for DOE. .

Lu

wThe original and three copies are sent under separate cover per your request.
Thank< you for your consideration of our input and inclusion on the bidder list.

IMRcPectfuly,.

'Edward E. Erikson•"
Program Manager

toot . , - -
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" VECTRA

June 13. 1996

U.S. Department orEnerg
1000 Independence Ave. SW

"-. Attn: HR-561.21
* Washington, DC 20585

Attention: Ms. Michelle Miskinis
ContractingOOfficer

Subject: Office ofCivilian Radioactive Waste Management Transportation Plan

Dear Ms. Miskin:". •

VECTRA is submitting this letter to express our interest in the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) Transportation Planiand Program.

VECTRA is a leading supplier of nuclear spent fuel packaging, storage and transport
systems for the commercial nuclear and DOE applications. VECTRA is an industry leader

* in canister-based storage and transportation systems with its NUHOMS® system. This
system is very compatible with the DOE's vision of handling commercial spent nuclear
fuel. Additionally, VECTRA has designed and procfred several types of casks for the -

shipment of spent nuclear fuel. These include the following:

The 125-B transport cask for shipment of the TMI-2 fuel debris canisters.
. The MP-187 transport and storage cask.currently under licensing review.
. The TRUPACT H cask for shipment of transuranic waste

VECTRA also owns and operates two IF-300 casks used for shipment of nuclear spent
fuel.....

VECTRA would also like to provide comments on the Request for Expression of Interest
and Comments. Our comments are provided in Attachment A. .

VECTRA TUchnolog;es. Inc.* 5000 Ezuctv a'&g *PODo31
Son Ramon, CA 94583 Tel: 1510) 275-4500 F Fox, (510) 275-4521
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VECTRA. ..

we appreciate the opportunity to respond to your request and look forward to assisting
you with your program' objectives. Please contact Mr. VMince Francesehi (408-281.6007)
or me (510-275-3 788) if you have, any questions or require further information.

Very truly yours.

W-0

WalterR. BP k
" Vice President .< . - .

V. Francesch (w/ attach)cc

d.

I



*ATrACEMENT "A"

- Issue #I: Ability of transportation •s•eice ontractors and individual Purchasers to
reach agreement on methods and schedide for servicing speffic utility sites.

1. The transportaon plan requires the. sevice contractor to reach agreement with the
Purchaser (utility) on schedule for spent fuel. shipment. While this cooperation can be
achieved, there is an issue with guaranteeing the number of shipments under the planned
contract lengths. The sorvice provider is required to. make a significant investment in
transportation hardware and this expenditure should be tied to a minimum number of
shipments as opposed to a duration of contract. This would ensure that each service..
contractor has the ability to recoup its initial investment.

2. Tbe strategy to get spent fuel from the plant to the central facility can vary by utility
and its current spent fuel storage basis. A key issue in containing program costs will be ..
the individual transportation strategies developed for each plant site. The development of
the strategy'wil also determine the facilities needed at the central facility in order to
receive the spent fuel. Potential considerations are canisterizing .allspent fuel vs. allowing
shipment of bare fuel assemblies for packaging at the central facility. With the existing

-diversity of the installed dry storage base, agreements around strategy are a potential
means for engaging the utilities in the program.

Issue #3: 'The reasonibleness of dividing the country into a number of regions to
preserve competition and industrial capability, while ensuring low cost services..

3. The division of the country into geographic regions provides one means of providing
several contracts to preserve competition and industrial capability. Other distinctions
based on fuel types, existing storage system type, or groups. of utilities may provide a.
basis forachieving lowest program cost'.

S" *.

I
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Issue #4: The capability of the Industry to acquire sufficient sp'ent fuel canister,
cask, storage module production capacity to meet near-term service contractor
requirements.

4 7he capability exists to acquire sufficient quip nt necessary to meet ma..ket
* demand. However, the investment cost for the service provider is significant. The

contra6t has to provide a commitment ofshipmera in order to obtain the necessary level
of investment required to provide the, needed equipment." The main issue for Capacity'will
be obtaining necessary NRC licenses in a timely manner as opposed to production
capabiity.

/

Issue 15: Potential btuiness rrangements which might increase contractor
freedom and flexibility to develop and Implement Innovative approaches

5. The transportation plan is dependent on the final configuration of the centralized
facility. The design of this facility (especially if an interim facility)can affect the abWty of
the service provider to provide innovative solutions. For example, a centralized facility "
that can accommodate different storage modes (such as receipt of the canisterized fuel.
with its storage overpack) can minimize costs at the interim facility. The DOE would not
be required to provide the storage Overpack. This example provides ameans for reducing

- up fiot DOE costs..
• o ~. "... . - -.. ." .

6 A strategy that allows for differing types of shipments and fuel handling may result in a
certral facility and transportation plan that can overall reduce the program cost.. The
tride-offs include thi cost of faifities that will be developed at the central faciity against

• the costs of the licemsed transport packages (canisters, casks, etc.). A comprehensive
review of possible alternatives for handling and storing fuel at the central facility will
provide for the maximum innovation from the service contractors.

Issue #6: Alternative methods ofstructnring the procurement to ensure .
competition on future procurement, •. "

Q.. .

7. A key element of this procurement relative to future procgrements is whether the DOE
will lease orpurchase the ransportation equipment. Since a Significant investment in
hardwair is requre the lease option wM greaty limi corpetition in the future since.
those who own the eqiuipmw will have a sigr6ficant cost advantage. Govertme"t
ownersip ofequipment would preserve greater services competition in the future.
However, gbvernmen ownership would also result in a significant up front cost and may
not be advantageous to DOE.

* 2
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UTM. Ms. Michele Misbinis
:- •""Contrac

'I FIRM: DOE

.ing Officer

' FAX: 202/634-4419
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X FROM:. * ud Auv•l

* PAGES: .-
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-Yb Message

Dkear ms. Misiinis:

Attached is NAC International's'response to DOE-OCRWM's request for an Expression of Interest on its
proposed approach for waste acceptance, storage and transportation servioe.

The original and three copies are being sent to your. attention today via Federal Expres for arrival by 10:30 amL.
on Monday,,*Je 17.' ... "

.Be- regards.'

.Bud A-il,
Director of Marketi*

°
•t
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Ms. Mchelle Nslinis-
Contracting Officer"
U.S. Department of Energy (HR 561.21)
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.

June 14, 1996

Wash

": . Subjc

Dearu

flhIDflD
on, LAo. 20",

ct Exprsion of Interest in and Commcnts on Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management (OCRWM), Department of Energy, Notice of Proposed Approach
for Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services ."
(Federal Register/Vol. 61, No. 103/Tuesday, May 28, 1996/Notices, pg. 26508)

ýf.Miskinis: "

S . - NAC International (MAC) is pleased to provide this expression of interest in response to
the Department of Energy's (DOE) solicitation regarding possible market scenarios for the
management and tarisportation of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive waste.

NAC hereby expresses its interest to provide a quotation to DOE for its Waste
Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services. NAC is the leading U.S. transport technology
designer and transportation fleet operator, pioneer of the nation's firstlicensed spent fuel
transportable storage system; and one of the world's foremost suppliers of nuclear materials

• transportation and storage services. Indeed, NAC's experience conducting over 3,200 safe
shipments traveling more than 6 million miles, handling cask operations at more than 50
facilities worldwide, and securing over 60 complex license amendments for shipment of various
fuel types makes us uniquely qualified for this upcoming'sblicitation. Our experience has been
further summarized in the attachment to this letter.. .

". DOE is to becommended for seeking to advance this issue, particularly through its stated

* intention to foster the development ofmarket-driven transportation solutions, as prescribed by.
" the requirement of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 for utilization of private industryto the

"fullest extent possible." Given strong congressional and industry support for the opening ofa
" central storage facility in the very near term, it is obviously important that a complementary
transportation infrastructure develop in concert with the acceptance of spent fuel from domestic
utilities.'- .

;It isNAC's view that the necessary expenenc., know.bow, technologies and capabilities
exist today in the private sector to manage successfully and safely the expanded transport of
spent fuel and high-level waste. The safety track record is, in fact, enviable and.gives reason for
confidence in the private sector's ab*lity to meet the challenge ahead. The only impediment to
the industry's development i the lack of a site to wbich to transport spent fuel. There is little
question that the trhnsportation industry would meet the need to respond to the successful

•J•. ,
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°licensing of central storage facility for spent nuclear fuel. The Deparment's greatest chalenge
is simply to define the ground rules, provide a level playing field and put mechanisms in place

-that nurturc, r than impede, maximum use of the private sector and freedom of choice by the
* Utility customner.

This letter also provides NAC's suggestion on approaches to management of spent fuel
-~and nuclear waste transportation; Thes comments are contained in the'form of both ýstrategi'c

program recommendations and specific responses t6 issues upon which the Deparment has
solicited input.

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR SPENT FUEL TRANSPORTATIONMANAGEMENT.+"1

No matter whckh approach OCRWM takes to exequte its present resp*nsibiities in this
. "area, there are fundamental strategic principles that determine the success of a spent fuel
" transportation management program NAC believes these principles should he instilled in the

program's planning. These principles are presented in the six-point program below.

1. . EnsmueMaxnunn. Reliance on the Private Sectr

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act citation that the private industry be utilized to the "fullest
• extent possible" is the centerpiecc in DOE's request for expressions of interet. Problems,

"bowcver, have arisen %hentver this principle has been interpreted as the use of a captive
contractor or contractors to develop government designs. Delegation of as much scope to the

" private industry, as possible, with minimal determinism and redirection'from OCR WM, is the
best, most market-cfficient pOlicy. ' • "

* ~DOE's recent attempt to dc~vclop a proposed transportable storage technology solution-
the Multi-Purpose Canister Systcm--is a testamenc to the desir* among .U.S. utilities and the

U.S. Congress to limit government-based programmatic initiatives in the nuclear waste
• .• management program. It is also an endorsement of the private sector. In the ;vake of the

* termination' of-the program, several companies responded, including NAC, which is leading the
development of a privately funded Universal Multi-Purposc Canister Systemrm (UMS"') at a
.fraction of the cost envisioned by the government and at no cost to tie taxpayers.

2,. Build on the ExiWng U.S-Transportation Tnfrastrcture. . -

.. ,- ". Over the past 30 yeas th= have been more d= 3,200 safe commercial spent fuel
shipments with no release of radioac y or harin to ihe public. The fundamental regulatory .

. ... • *..
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-- mechansms. industry experience, and necssay technologies exist. The U.S. Department of
ranspo~rtation •as capably developed the regulations assoCted with nuclear materiaV

trafisportation. Because ofprivate funding, muld-purpose technologies are either licensed or
under U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) review for license and, in some cases, have
been purchased by utilities after detailed review and evaluation. These should be the'
technologies that form an approved set of OCRWM systems for the initial approach. As others
invest and develop systems, OCRWM may include new entries later when they are approved.

- 3.- Provide Maximrm Freedom of Choice andthe Widest Number of Comnetitive

S Any transportation paradigm should provide freedom of choice ad option• for the utility
* purtchaser---he ultimate customer. Utilitie's have considerable experience in competitive*

procurement of gcod and services. OCRWM should place the procurement of systems and
services for waste acceptance, storage, and tansportation in the hands of each.utility purchaser or
team of uwity purchasers. Forcing purchasers to deal with a single contractor is contrwy to. their
Shistorieal. approach to obtaining the optimal cost/benefit relationshipfrom procurements. A plan

that allows for competitive procurement from an approved vendors' list will also ensure
least-cost solutions for OCRWM. - " "

OCRWM should consider a direct Waste Fund credit to utility purchasers as a mechanism
to achieve the above objective and maximize private sector decision making.

4. Articulate Clelr Policy with Respect to Acceptable Technoloy"

#

..(,W

OCRwVM must enunciate a clear policy with respect to the cask and canister acceptability
and compatibility criteria illuded to in its request f6r expression of interet. This must be done.
quickly so that preeniutility utnainty over acccptable technolog- is eliminated and
credibility of OCRWM's approach is established. A viable approach'would be to establish NRC
licensing approval as the standard for designation as an acceptable waste form. -This is consistent
'with legislation currently under consideration by the Congress.. .

" 5... Use PaGkaing Technolo,, as a Xev Building Block-

OCRWM sboid focus any traisponation management approach on the casks and
canisters which contain and ship the spent fuel. The apex ofthe Federal Waste Management

.System (FWMS) pyramid is the packaging t#cno#" y. All other systems and services involve
less restrictive technology with thm liccnsing demands, and require litrle or no directexperience with spent fuel vrage'anid trannslot to.acýomplish their standard f=ctions. All of
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these systems and services support the packaging technology. CRWM should embrace
initiatives to ensure that companies involved in spent fuel packaging technology, as well as
transport and operation, form the cornerstone of its approach.

* 7- . Devlov EliMerec Preparedness Plning and Eficouragi Public -Awareness

*OCRUM has a legitimate role in fostering federal, st 'ate and local emergency response
-and preparedness training and should provide appropriate leadership in this area., At the Samne

tie tis crtclta u -caareness education programs regarding spent fuel transport and
shipping package safety and the need for spent fuel rnusport be encouraged tunder the
steward-ship of interested constituencies. A betterinorme~d pulc wl uti namshr
that is more sipportive or spent fuel transporL.

RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC OCRWM CONCE.RNS*

-y With respect to the issues highlighted -in the request for pecific comment, the above
tranisportation progra principles provide the foundation for how these issues should be
addressed. The following specific comments are offered for each issue in the order in which they
Arm presented in the reference.

1. Transoonation Services Contiacto'rs and Purcasr A.eemsU

*By allo'wing the utility decision maker to select from the widest possible number of.'
qualified contractors through solicitation, these problems aremninimized. Purchasers will have
the responsibility to* ensure the execution of methods, schiedules and costs. Incentive
affangemrezns for both contractors and purchasers can also redue disagrelement on methods and

*enhance cooer .ation to meet schedules..

.-2. Willingnes of Purchasers to Make Pl ant Modifigfltons;

7bTh incentive aprahdsrbdabove is certainly availabli to enhance methods and
schedules, encourage efficiencies and lower co 'sts. It should also be kept firmly in minid that

* utility purchasers want DOE to accept and remove the Mue. The purchasers can be&i to save
money 'v'hen this happensi. Additionallyby alloving all contractors to bid t6 each purchasier,
system and facility compatibil~ity ca be optimized.
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3.' Regional Approach to Provision of Transnortafion Services
,@.

Implementation of a regional contractor~sdiere appears to be an artificial and
burfcrati concept that is not grounded in the practical realities and needs of a nationl
transporation system. As suxb the regio no contractor scheme apprs to be one of the ighest
cost, least competitive, and most difficult approaches so management of spent fuel transportation.The approach should maximize the choices and flexibility of the purchasers rathe than foster the

development of a govermment paradigm premi. "sed on artificial regions and the creation of
contractor bureaucracies, Solutions which maximize reliance on the private sector and the

*" marketplace will produce efficiencies and lower costs. ""

4. Cariabititv of the Nuclear lndusr" to Meet Near-Term RRequirements

S- OCRWM should have full confidence in the ability of the niuclear industry to meet the
requirements of expanded spent fuel and high-level waste transportation, particularly with the
fabricators we qualified and. eagerly waiting for a'market to emerge; experience is in place; and

investment capital is available.

5. Potential Business Arrangements.ricing Structure

The NAC-proposed six-point Strategic Framework for Spent Fuel Transportation

presented earlier contains the recommended approach to achieve the objectives listed under Item
5 mi therequest. Innovation in the packaging and transpotation of radioactive materials has been
proceeding foi years, largely..wihout DOE financing, and the emergence of an expanded free
mrketplace will ensure that competitive business arrangements and pricing structures continue..

6 • 6. Alternative Methods of Struturing Thii P.rocrnt

The request proposes a contrac term of five to ten years. Five years is not sufficient to
optimize the process and realize its efficiencies; therefore, ten years is recommended. In this
light, it seems clear that the best way to assure ongoing competition is the approach presented in

* .. NAC's six-point Strategic Framework. OCRWM needs to qualify suppliers that have developed
, multi-purpose technology. These suppliers are then qualified to offer their systems and serces
to azl purchasers.'Ncw suppliers should offer the technology in which they have invested for
review and qualification by OCRWM for the next qualification period. OCRWM should resist

* using procu .rem ent actions to establish an' artificial marketplace,.
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NAC appecial eoppmunityto omm-W andlooks forward to the opport - .. in the

" future to offer its services and expertise to support OCRWM's important responsibilities for the
stmwardsp of the naion's spent fuel and high-level waste.

K Si'c.

I

Q 0 .

E4% . Davis
Presideni and CEO

Attachment

cc:. The Honorable Hazel O'Leary
*. The Honorable DaL Dreyfus

• M Hoo a
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SUMMARY Of NAC's SPENT FUEL
TRANSPORTATION/OPERATIONS

* QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

e03-652-7413
FM 8=452-7451

TRANSPORT CASK OPERATIONS

,NAC has ben a leader in spent fuel transportation services since i974. NAC currendy
" *. " owns and operates the largest commercial fleerofspent fuel and high-level waste (HLW)
" transportation casks, vehicles and cask-handling equipment in the United States. Each of

NAC's spent fuel transport casks possesses a COC. NAC has received numerous license
a.mendmentu for the fleet, including 10 renewals of the transport cask COCs, whilch are
required evezy five years. NAC has Also obtained approval for amendments to ship various
contents in these casks, including research reactor fuel, consolidated fuel rods, failed fuel,

' high burnup hiel, and other types of fuel and high-level wastes.,

The transport cask fleet currently includes.'

Five NAC-LWT Casks Legal-weight truck casks licenscdfor MTR fuel,
light-water reactor (LWR) fuel (one PWR/rwo BWR
.assemblies), metallic reseaich reactor fuel and
•high-level waste

Five NLI-1/2 Casics Legal-weighttruck casks licensed for LWR fuel
(one PWRI two BWR assemblies), consolidated fuel,

ln metallic research reactor fuel and high-level waste

Two NLI 10/24 Casks Rail casks licensed for LWR fuel (10 PWR/24 BWR
assemblies)

With over 3,200 safe shipments, traveling'more than 6 million mnilcs to more than 50 nuclear.
facilities, NAC is the leading U.S. transporter of spent fuel and high-level waste. NAC has
transported the majority of all commercial spent fuel moved in the United States during the
last 15 years. The .COC for a legal weight truck (NAC-LWT) cask was obtained in 1990.
The NAC-LWT transport cask is the only UoS.-approved cask designed to satisfy the 1985
IAEA requirements.

+. •
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NAC casks have been used at the following slies:

.. Elm

•,j~ I .AECL

Arkansas Pow/er and Light
* *. . "Babcock & Wilcox.

Baltimore Gu and Electric
" " Batelle.

• . .Battelle Northwest Laboratory
• " Carolina Power and Light Company

. CommonweaJlh Edison Company
- Commonwealth Edison'Company

Commonwealth Edison Company
Commonwealth Edison Company
Daiiyland Power Cooperative
Department of Energy .
.uke'Power Compiny
Duke Power Company

* i i .Florida Power and Light Company
Florida Power Corporation
Genera Electric
Georgia Institute of Technology

* Georgia Power Company'
Georgia Institute of Technology
Idaho No*clear Engineering Laboratory.

* Institute ofNuclear Energy Re.search
N TS
Northeast Utilities.
Northern States Power
Omaha Public Power District
Ontaro Hydro

- Philadvlphis ElMctric "
.. . Rochester Gas and Elecmc

Savannah River Operations:
South Carolina Electric & Gas

. Southern California Edison Company
Union Electric
U.S. Ecology

* -. Vir'inia Power

Arkansas Nuclear I
Lynchbur .
Calvert Cliffs
Columbus

H. B. Robinson " "Byron .-.

Dresden I & 2
Quad Cities'

"" "Zion

Lacrose
Nev2da Test Site
McGure -.

Oconee 1, 2 & 3.
Turkey Point 3 & 4
Crystal River

* Morn-s

Neely Research Reactor
Hatch I
Neely Nuclear Research
Idaho Falls
Taiwan"WesrValley.

..Connecticut Yankee •
Monticello.
Fort Calhoun
Pickering and Bruce
Peach Bottom 2
R.E. Ginna

V.C. Summer
-San Onofic
Callaway
Hanford

. Surry
Wisconsin Electric Power C ompany. Point BeachI &Z2

* * AINTERNATIONAL,~,



ahem Nuclear .Bamwcll. South Carolina
Co•monwealth Edison. Dreden

• omn=owealth Edisom. , Q"adCi"i.s
FRorida Power Cankm - Ovuzl.Rir " ..
Jersey Cc•nral Power and Light Cxnpy OysterCrek"

Maine Yankee
Nortbeast lUfilides mills-lro "
Nuclear ED& rinsc~ Compny.' Beay. Nevada

. Rocv.ell . . Atomics iTnenaia.nal
Southern California Edison Company . San Onof.e

* Vermont Yankee •

NAC SPENT FUEL TRANSPORTATION EXPERIENCE
NAC has successfully c6mpleted over 6 mil.ioncask miles of safe spent-fuel transportation.
NAC's staff has received more than 60 license amendments for shipment of-various fuel
types in its casks. Engineering expertise is the.most significant component ofthis licensing
experieice. NAC successfully licensed its'LWT casks for use in a Unried Nations-
sponsored project to remove 209 high enriched uraniumfuel from two destroyed research
reactors in Iraq and the air shipment of this fuel to a Russian reprocessing facility. Th7
workwas done under IAEA contract with RussiaWs Ministry of Atomic Energy. NAC was
responsible for providing the necessary equipment to remove the spent fuel from its

• location in Iraq, including four (4) NAC-LWT spent fuel shipping casks to transport the:
•fuel, and the ecessary licensing documentation to support air shipmet of this materi

. Since the reactor facilities were destro;ed during the Persian Gulf War, the spent fuel could
not be removed from the facilities by normal means. NAC developed and supplied the
necessary equipment to remove this fuel including a dry transfer sistem. NAC also
supplied the manpower required to perform the fuel'removal and cask loading operations in
I: raq. This portion of the project was completed one month ahead of schedule. .

Since the removal operations involved two air shipments of four loaded casks form Iraq to.
Russia,. the NAC-LWN'T casks had to be licensed by the Russian Competent Authority for

• this content and for air shipment. This was the largest amount of spent fuel to ever be
. airshipped in'the world. NAC -as able to prepare the'necessary licensing documents for

these shipments within two months and obtained the appropriatneRussian licenses within
two additional months in accordance with the initial contract schedule.

NAC has also returned fuel to the United States from Gicrce and Taiwan. ,These projects"'
• both required enginetaing ingeuitycoupled with solid cask operations personnel. NAC."

also performs most ofthe Post-hIradiation Examination spent fuel shipments made in the

"INTERNATIONAL,,,
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a TRANSPORT CASK DESIGN/LiCENSING EXPERIENCE
The practical experience obtained in the actual handling of casks, the operation of a spent
fuel trfansport cask fleet, and NAC's in-house design and licensing capability have placed
NAC in a strong position to design, license and manufacture both transpor and storage
casks that are relijble, safe and easy to operate. This has-been the basis for NAC's success
in the design ofspent fuel casks.

In 1987, NAC was awarded a contract to design and fabricatee a large-capacity ralmlbarge
utansport cask (the NAC-CTC) for the U.S. Dcpartment of Energy (DOE) Cask Systems
Development Program..CSDP). The NAC-CTC was developed by NAC in response to
stringent DOE design crnteria. The 100lton cask has a design capacity.of 26 pressurized-
water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies. The NAC-CTC is a muldwall design, but it uses
-high-strength ferritic steel in place of the stainless steel used in other NAC casks for the
inner and outer shells.It also uses depleted uranium as the primary'gamma shielding

- . material instead of lead.

In 1990, NAC completed the design and licensing of a LWT transport.cask(the NAC-LWT
cask), meeting the latest NRC and IAEA transportation requirements. Typical of NAC
casks, the NAC-LWT cask has a muldwall stainless-steel/lead/stainless-steel body. The
W NAC-LWT cask can be used to transport one PWR spent fuel assembly, two boiling-water.-
reactor (BWR) spent fuel assemblies or 15 research reactor metallic fuel rods. Five
NAC-L'T casks were fabricated and incorporated into.the NAC cask fleet described

* above. The casks have been used for both-domestic and international transport of research
reactor spent fuel. As steatd previously, this is the only. U.S.-approved transport cask

- designed to satisfy 1985 IAEA requirements.

Following completion of the NAC,-LWT cask licensing and the design of a number of large
V' storage casks, NAC designed and licensed the first storable transport cask (or dual-purpose
" cask) for commercial use in the United States, the NAC-STC. The NAC-STC cask. the

first in the NAC dual-purpose cask family, has a capacity of 26 PWR fuel assemblies.
* Transport licensing has included a quarter-scale drop testing program to demonstrate that

the ask and its impact limites perform in accordance with the aralyses presented. The
-. • NAC-STC transport license was issued by the NRC in September 1994. The basic.

technology of the NAC dual-purpose cask and its derivatives is described more fully in the.
following sec•ions. 0

I.
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United States. These shipments include both BWR and PWR fuels and are usually related
to the highest p'rformance power reactor fuels in the'maiket at the time of shipmenL

In February 1996,'NAC completed the loading and shipment of spent nuclear fuel from the
:- Geomga Tech Neely Nuceat Research Center ficility in Atlanta to the USDOE. Savannah

• River Site in Aiken. SC. The transfer was conducted in conjunction with requirements of
-the Atlanta Committee for thb Olympic Games. This truck shipment was carried out using
aNAC-LWTcask.

FACILITY INTERFACE ASSESSMENT EXPERIENCE

-- .lNAC has been se0e'ted by DOE in the past to perform fcility' interface studies of U.S. and
foreign commetcial reactors. The Facility Interface Capability Assessment (FICA) project.was to assess the capabilities ofall U.S. commercial nuclear power plants 'ith respec. to spent

f0el handling, storage and transporia.ion. Phase.I performed this assessment with the data
" already gathered by DOE, its contractors and published sources. However, an accurate

assessment could not be made without individual site visits. The actual site vtisits and data
evaluation were performed in Phase IL

The Near-Site Transportation Infrastructure (NSTI) Assessment involved visits to all
* nuclear sites where spent fuel is currently stored and will, in due courie, be accepted by DOE

for disposal by the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management. The visits allowed
assessment of current fuel caskshipment capability on site and the capability of accessible
transportation systems and provisions. The program assessed the potential for upgrading wt
allow increased cask shipmint capability at each site.

NAC began performing studies of cask-reactor spent fuel interface and reactor site
transportation mode limitations in 1971. Overthe years, NAC has performed over 20
additional studies reviewing interface and transportation capability for various reactors
worldwide. In 1980, detailed reports were prepared on all reactors in 17 non-U.S. c6ountries for
Sandia Laboratories. . .

In addition to these formal studies. NAC has performed interface studies in support of each
transportation project it has performed. Some involved the most demanding of facility
conditions. Projects in Taiwan, Iraq and Notth Korea presented failed fuel and facility
contamination issues in addition to dhe facility infrastructure limitations to overcome. The
success with which each of these projects has been performed testifies to the unique.expertise
of the NAC transportation professionals in dealing with challenging spent fuel packaging and

S" " transportation conditions. -

7 . . . - ".. .
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The following table summarizes NAC': NRC transport licenses and Cocs.'

+ . o . • .

.1

STORAGE CASK DESIGNLICENSING EXPERIENCE
* The casks in the NAC storage. serie, refirred"to as the NAC-SIT Cask sefrie1,utilize

.o essentially identical cask bodies, with different basket disciplihes that differ depending on
the fuel iobe stdred. There are three NRC-approved designs in the series--the NAC-126
SIT cask, the NAC-C28 SIT cask and the NAC-128 S/T cask, All of the NAC-SIT casks
hive alurninum baskets and muliwall stainless-steel/lead/stainless-steef cask bodies. All of

S" the casks have been licenscd based on fresh fuel enrichment without taking credit for boron
or bumup. . "" -

The NAC-I26.S/T, the first of NAC's storage cask family, was fully licensed in August
S" .1990. This design can accommodate 26 intact PWR fuel assemblies. One cask of this

"design has been manufactured for the Almaraz nuclear po'er plant in Spain.

The NAC-128 SIT, the sec.ond.of NAC's storage cask family, was also fully licensed in
* August 1990. This design can accommodate 28 intact PWR fuel assemblies. Two casks of

this design have been manufactured and are currendly in service at Virginia Power's Surry
" -... Independent Spent Fuel Stotage Installation (ISFSI)..

.NAC
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The NAC-STC cask has been designed and licensed to.satisfy the requirements of
I CFR72 for storage and 1OCFR7I for transport. In September 1994, the NRC issued a
transportation COC to NAC for the nation's farst storable dry spent fuel transport cask.
(NAC-STC), also called a dual-plrpose or multipupose cask. The certificate was the first
of a trwo-license apprmval process. The second license, a storage approval, was received in.
July i995.

The design, development and licensing of the NAC-STC is a result of NAC's extensive
spent fuel storage and transport experience. After successfully licensing casks separately forstorage and transport, NAC utilized its design and licensing experience to develop a cask

chat combines both functions. The dual-purpose cask can be used forinterim spient fuel
storage at reactor s*ites followed by spent fuel transport. without having to return the cask to
the Spent fuel pool-eliminating additional handling of the fuel prior to final disposal.

.Storage and transport can be repcated as many times as necessary. The cask can also bc
considered as the means for direct fuel disposial in a geologic repository. The first dual.
purpose cask has a capacity of 26 PWR fuel assemblies..

Ihm V^ r..-een .nr or Vo-A ;r A# a
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Based on the flexibility of the basic muldwall design used in both the NAC-ST and NAC-
STC casks, • range of spent fuel storage and transport systemapplicaidns and design
derivatives his been developed. "

* 4e-..- -- :."

SPENT FUPL TRANSFER SY~TFM~

[]

For more than 10 years NAC has designed, fabricated, rested and operated a variety of.Dry
Transfer Systems (DTS's) to transfer spent nuclear fuel from facilities with limited crane
capabilities or limiting accesses and features to IAEA and NRC licensed spent fuel

'. .transport casks or vice-vrersa. These DTS's have been operated in diverse environments in
the United States ;nd throughout the world and have proven to be a significant
enhancement in transferring fuel between spent fuel pools, dry storage and hot cell facilities
and spent fuel transport casks. Over the years, NAC has successfully and safely transferred
well in excess of 2,000 fuel assemblies in DTS's. . . .

&

Our latest-generation DTS incorporates years Of extensive design and operating experience.
• and consists of a transfer cask Mith integrated fuel canister grapple, fuel canisters, and

facility and cask adapters as well as a complement of relatcd tools and equipment: The
.transfer cask is used to move -irradiated fuel onsite in those instanies Where direct loading or.*
unloading of the shipping cask is not possible due to dimensional weight or other restrictions.
" The transfer cask is used to move canisters of fuel from thefuel storage location to the-
shipping cask.. Adapters are employed to ensure pr6per interfacing of the transfer cask with
fuel storage locations 'and shipping casks (NAC-LWT and NLI-I/2). Our existing Nel storage,
location adapter is designed for use with a storage pool; however, site or equipment specific
adapteri can easily be developed tO allow interfa'cing uith virtually any storage facility. .

-,. " TERNATIONAL y,

* . ... .. ..



N Prior to movement of the first fuel canister in the i"ansfer cask, the shipping cask is prepared
for loading by proper set up of the base plate, shipping cask and shipping cask-adapter. The
fuel canisters are loaded with fuel and then retracted into the riansfer cask via the fuel storage
location adapte. The transfer cask is then moved to the shipping cask. TheJoaded transfer
caskis then placed upon the adapter and the fuel canister is transfened into the cavity of theK ' shipping cask. T.s operation is repeated until the shipping cask is completely loaded. Once

", .. complete, the shipping cask is prepared forshipment in the normal manner. One significant
advantage of utilizing this'technology is the minimization of cask decontamination efforts
which are tykically time consuming following wet loading. -

DTS equipment has been used with research reactor and MTR fuel assemblies at facilities
in Taiwan, Iraq and Greece over the past several'years. Thi handling of canistered fuel has

* enabled NAC to standardize the canister handling equipment andtransfer system. The
entire process has proven to be a 'straightforward and direct approach in resolving facility*
interface problems in the spent fuel transportation arena. NAC also performed DTS
operations at the Neely Nuclear Research Center on the Georgia Tech campus in February

, 1996 and .will perform a DTS demonstration at Brookhaven's High Plux Beam Reactor this.
month (May 1996).

BA WA ftA S~
'iUM6lli1 a f ,4V16i"

NAC has established a toad quality assurance program implemented by our Quality Assurance
Manual. The'manual includes the IS basic elements to meet the requirements of 10CFR71,

* - - Subpart H; 0CFR72, Subpart G; Reg. Guide 7.10 and NOA,1. The program is applied using
agradetdqopproich as defined in appendix A of Reg. Guide 7.10.

.The NAC Quality Assurance Program is spýcified in ihe NAC Quality Assurance Manual
(OAM). Rev. 5, dated February 15. 1995. It implements the specific quali * policy is
specified in the Corporate Policy and Procedures Manual. together with corporate policies in
the manual and the Engineering Procedures Manual (EPM). The QAM was approved by the
.NRC on March 7,1995, approval number 0018, expiring on December 31,1999,..

The manual has received approval from the NRC foi use in the design, fabrication and
"operation ofradioactive material packages. A copy of the approval certificatio 'is included in
the QualityAssurance Manual. Audits of NAC's quality assurance program by U.S. utilities,,
DOE, Westinghouse and others have consistently found that the program not only follows the

" letter of the Qua~ity Assurance Man'ual but, most important, its implementation and practice.
" are a piar of NACs corporate culture. .

NAC's Quality Assurance Program and program plans are managed by the Director, Quality
Assurance, who ieports directly to the President and CEO. The Direcor, Quality Assurance
has the authority, within the ouality Assurance Program, to take actions consistent With
qualityand safety independent of any other pan of the NAC organization.

* i : : - ."- . " . " .: .•
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DMVisw of
... Newport News Sh•pbuiding

4101 Washington Avenue
Newport News Vrginia 236072770

NewportNews.

Shipbuilding
May 28, 1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue SW
HR- 561.21 -

,Jr

Ig "

Reference: -Request for Expression of Interest regarding oCRWM Transportation

Plan;PSA#1602 May 24, 1996

Dear Ms. Miskinis,

Newport News Nuclear is formally acknowledging our interest in the above
- referenced plan. We are presently evaluating our relevant experience and 'ill be

- prepared to respond to future draft documents.

Thanking you in advance fOr adding Newport News Nuclear to your mailing list.

Sincerely,.,

Arlene B.: Selber'
Vice President i . .... .

-~-v ~. -4
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Arlene B. Selber

Oh~s/m of

Newpw News SNpbtlng
4101 Wasfo Avewnue
NewmNewv* , ,W g 2m.

.NNECUi
Newport News
Shipbuilding *djV 'bi 0 .3
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.4. Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer
U.S. Department of Eney
1000 lndependence Avenue SW'
HR - 561.21
Washington, D.C. 20585
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May29, 1996
WJM-96."13

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer .•

U.S. Department of Energy
1000.Independence Ave. SW . .
Attcntion:HR-561.21
Washington, DC 20585

Subject.~ Expression of Interest in DOE Waste Acceptance, Storage, and
Transportation Services

Vr

Reference: FR Notice Doc. 96-13244, Filed 5V24/96, Published 5/28/96

Dear Ms. Miskinis: •. "

Sierra Nuclear is interested in receiving additi6nil information related to the DOE's plan
to proculre waste acceptance, storage, and transportation services. Sierra Nuclear is
primarily involved in designing, licensing, and falricating spent fuel storage and
transportation components. It is requested that we be added to the DOE list to receiVe
additional information, including any draft solicitation documents.

We are reviewing the Federal Register Notice and it is anticipated that comments on the
notice will be submitted under separate cover. "

I

Thank you for the opportunity to express our interest in the planned DOE solicitation.

very ,. r . . . ..
, .0 ,o . ..o°/o o .~.-, ? . ..

Ili J..r )VIC•• ..
. Willia I Mcýonagy

DrectDor'of Business Developntl "

We

OneVictorSquare Scotts Valley, California 95066 '. (40.8) 438-6444 i ...Fax (408) 438-5206
J
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Ms. Michelle Miskhiis
Contracting Officer

. U.S. Depar'UmetofEnCrgy
i000 independence Ave. SW

, : Wa"hingon, DC 20585, o
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*14 J=n1996

1776 qM' 2tFC NW. Uft 7S

rFd j202j 755-2635
ftr RP02)785-37

Ms. Micele mskidi•
Contrac* Officer, .
13. S. Dep•-tment of Energ
1000 Indep-ndence AveU SW
Attention: HE.-56121 • .
Wasinton. DC.20585:

DearMs,

.NoticektWaste Accelptance. Storage. and Transportatiok Swrime/ o

'The. following te.xt rep .resents BNFL-s response to DOE's Request for ain Wnital Expression of
li'eit in VWaste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Semices Fedend Rgste... MaY
28. 1996 (Volume 61, Number 103)] [Notices) [Page 26so0-26509]

/

TTL : Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services

INTRODUCTION .

Briish"Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) is a public limited company with an international reputation
and prov n capability in the manufacture of nuclear fudl products and the bans6rt and
reprocessing of spent fuel, as .wce as the safe treatment, storage, and transportsln* Of

v radioactive wastes. While its sole shareholder is the UK Government, BNFL operates on a
commercial basis, offers competitive pricing for its services, and produces an annual report
available to the public. The Company is committed to long-term investment in leading edge
tec.inology and continues to forge international links within the scientific and nuclear industry.

.comm.u.ly.
*" ." I. ° " "

.'"NFL Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of BNF plc. and ha's experience in doing business
with DOE and US utiWCS since its incepton in W90.

BNFLs experience in handling, treating, processing, storing, and transporting spent fuel is
directly applicable to the US program for Civilian Radioactive Waste Management.,

In particular, BNI's capabilifies in the transport of spent fuel around the world Over the last

" 25 years carbe made available for the US progr&m of speit fad trinport referenýed in DOE's

• 0otic-L .. • . ., .-

,. "B It Ihas been detnonstrited that mijor national and international programmes of spent fuel.
shpment canbe s.uccessfuly operted by companiesin the commerciAl sector. BINFL Supports
the efforts of USDOE to secure interest from the commercial sector for Waite Acceptance,
Storage, and Transportation Services.0 0 " " " "



•" BDMS EXPEREENCEf m .... ,. .

Overvie. .w.•

To complement its other fue-cycle seizvice BNFL has established a comprehiensive, transport
'service for radioacft materials. The company has developed the sW and resource to

. tranportal radioacdv materWs aTisin in any section of the nuclear fuel cycle, from fiel
Products to spent !U4 Plutonium and wzst.. The principa tran port qopeationse a m naged

* by ENFL' Transport DiVaisin -: .by •.'T s~n • :.,- ,.'., , .. .

-Tr&Dsport ofSpezatFid i

BNFL has over 25 years •xperience shipping spent fuel domestically and worldwide by land.
and by SCATo daue more than 9,000 tonnes of spent fuel have been transported by BML or
.itssubsidiazy/•soialed comnpares to the UK and French plants. In addition Smal
quantities of test reactor fuel have been shipped to the USA over a period, of 12 years

.BlNPLs principal 0hippg se&Vice is operated through *t subsidiary companyPac.ific Nuclear
Tansort Limited (PNTL). BNFL provides the management and technical resources to PNr'h
and holds a 62.5% share holding. PNTh is by far the largest spent fuel transport operator in
the Western wodd and the company owns 5 purpose-built nuclear fuel caniers and 150 cash
for the trnsport ofspent furl from Japan to.Europe. BNFL/PNTL ships have completed momthan 175 voyages from Japan and mainland Europe, covering three millon nautical miles
u without any incidet invohing a breach of cask containmrent or loss ofbitegrity.

. A filer pupoe-built vessd is owned solely by BNFL and is currently operated for deliveries
of spent fuel from European utilities. From mainland Europe. BNFL also uses road and n1
Services. " - -

A i

To complement its existing range of casks and to meet the requirements for the transport in
the 1990s of the higher bum-up fuels that are increasingly becoming the trend, BNFL has
designed and licensed two special cask designs whMch comply with the latest (1985) IAEA
trasport r.uhtions for such . - . -

Itransport of adloactive Waste.

* :witihin the UK NPL -operates transport services for radioactive mnaterials'and waste.
b"products from the various fuel-cycde produetion facilities and the nuclear reactors owned bythe compainy. BNFL also receve low and intermediate level waste from UK customers for

storage and disposal and is involved in assocazed tansport operatio nL.

BNFL has designed and licensed a cask to kncct the requirements for return ofvitrified high-
level waste from reprocessing activities.• .-" .:



To cowe its activities id the front end of the fue] cycle. BNFL is a transporter iri its own righ
WM its own prim movem and a variety of Anard and purpose-dcsigned containem DNFL
delivqrs to thWe majority of European countries as well as to the USA, Russia and Ya* It
makes use of road,rail air ad sea transpot.- In al, the fwnt-.end trnport movemelt
involve some 4,000journeys carzyg over 15.000 tonnis of urunic poducts per Year.

InterimStorage , .:"* -

To ensure that its porfolio continues to match customers' need, BNFL as' etered th
Intesm Storage market with a number ofproducts and services. An agreement Is in place wih.
Siom Nuclear Corporation [USA] on the marketing oftheir VSC and TranStorf' id E1
storage systems. Sie•rz Nuclear Is a well-established and successhd US comnpaq with a

S" - mnumber of contracts for its products. "

BN. as aste capaMty to design and spy a.-me casks for the transport ad storage
* - of spent fuel and vtdfied hNgh-lev wst (VELW). The handling, transport and storage of

VFlWsisa rathspeciuasedactivityBNFLisoneofthe vy fewcompanies

S.. " ecessay hardware plus relevant deign and engine gpeise. -'

S " Cask Maintmeance Facilities

BNFL has designed, constructed and op-ates, two purpose-built cask maintenance facties
at SellafLeld to perform cask maintenance on &"periodic basis under flAly approved qual•t
control and assurance programmes. .

. Licensing, Support Services'& Qualiy Assunce ..

All transport operations are caried out according to regulations promulgated by the
- •iternational Atomic Energy Agency P[AEA). BELn has acentral conialner appzrval service

which tas many years expesienc of s•curing Approval Cer.i" cates d vldon for a v t
- ofradioactive matera packages. Tls includes the preparation ofDesign Safety Reports and
S th subimssion of pplications to the UK and overseas regulatory bodies.-

* During its transport services BN .L provides full tecdhcal support to reactor operao,
especa in 6he kntroduction of a cask to a rýactor, on-going technical advice on fuel to cask
loading and cask preparation for despatch. BNFL 4lso provides design and technical support
services to reactor operators to assist in ship and •Ja handling at the utility sites.

AS stages of tie transport operations ari subet to Quality Assurance control to meet local
regulagtry requirements in accordance with IAA Regulatons"and those ofhe reactor
Operatoro. .

Emergency Response .-.

.BNL hbas establisred a world wide emergency response capab•ilit which enables BNFL to
raspond rapidly t6 any incident involving cak in transit The procedures are tested, and where
nwecessaiy revise, by perio&dc t~e, ss bnoving not only BNFL personnel but also personnel
from local authorities, emergency servie, sub-contractors, press etc.. .

",. -,- , . • I , . . • ".. .. "". . . . .- ,-

. * . • . .* .•, . , .
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BNFL his for maw yea n ow operated an internationally recogdied comprehensbv publinfmoriation ovrgamme in support of its fuc-cycle awviti•e with.partiwlvr emn',,c. UapoirtoA storage, processin and disposal. The prerarnme incude. pibications pub&. presaafrzs a Viditcr& Center dose to the Sehfield r•Lrocesng pla, aM Uli u.mmitwth local govenfm•.an other intesed parties to explaiun the natureof tht cpetions and theuf saey precautions m~keui. Support L, gVhen to oveseeas cwtuzncr, and other industries are DOWrecogniftn the value of fte program establidjed by ENFL. In paiiicula, BNFL coonducts a* prgrame f iititivs lcalto its private marine terminal to prowec its transport operations.

$1U, -.AR 
- , . ..

BNFL has, adeipsive uie ., d is the world leader, in the transport of..ru4oativbi~e~js(u4Udin " fuent Ii1ad z8d0ioctvc wat) by roa~rrAiseaand aI r. WFL sn-d itsibsiuW x. own a fiee of six purposebuilt ps and more --n ISO sapet rud =lw3 'whch have been used for transporti spent fuel world-.wide for more'than 25 yea

of trport Arms. inchdin- ma ad bLad transport be. e"n Japan and Europe andWithin Europe.

s Fxpresion of•nterest, ubmJted on be• •fBNEL, is intended to provide an ovevi.w of* BNFL'-cs cpbfli-.re elv-an to theOCRAWs requirmnents for commercial involve~ment in wasteacce•=cc, storage and tunaportation. BNFL can provide finther details on its capabiliies a theUS progrwa unfolds and more infornation is forthcoming, and is wiliq to discusselternifiveproposals for our successmd execution of the progria . . . * .

Yours sincerely

Vice President

a

-- .-- ~
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EAdlw Intena'tional Company.
1666 Connec.ticut Ave- NW. Suite 201
Washington. D.C. 20009 U.SAL..

*Tel (202) 483-4959.
*Fax (202) 483-48 40
e-mail: edlowcoaol.com

June" 11, 1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis

Contracting Officer
* U.*S. Department of Energy

' -. ,-1000 Independence Avenue, .S.W.
S• Attn: HR-561.21.

Washington, D.C.'20585.

Reference- Expression of Interest for -Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management Transportation.Plan

Dear Ms. Miskinis: ... . -1

Edlow International Company (EIC) is pleased to respond. to your
..-request for Expressions of Interest and Comments on the Office of- Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Transportation Plan. We look

forward to working with the Department of Energy and utilities to"
accomplish the important national goals inherent in this program.

A U.S. owned and operated small business, EIC provides a -full
spectrum of services in transportation management and materials.
procurement spanning the entire nuclear :fuel , cycle - from.
concentrates, enriched product, and fuel assembly handling to spent-
fuel transfers. EIC serves more than 100 clients in 50 countries "
on six continents. * This broad experience base, coupled with-
Edlow's track record of innovative Ofirsts", in nuclear material
transport, import/export, and licensing,, has ensured client success.
and satisfaction. ý- • ".
-"Transportin spent fue requires technical expertise as well as

political . sensitivity.. EIC's extensive experience in
transportation and regulatoryissues makes it uniquely qualified to
serve the emerging need for transport of Spent fuel. EIC is the

. -leader in the return'of- used fuel from foreign research reactors-to.
the Department of Energy and.- has been responsible .for more

•--1 --.

I~.
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-- shipments of this type than any otler company (iUnclu'ding spent' fuel -

shipments deliVered to the Department in 1995).

Edlow- has over 39 years. of experience 'with the packaging 'and
transportation o'f radioactive materials and- managed the. f irst
shipment of spent fuel under.-the "'Atoms for Peace Program" in 1963.
EIC.has been involved izr the design, licensing and fabri.cation .of
spent fuel vasks since the 1950Ds.

EIC's services span the full range 'of packaging, transport,
regulatory, training and* community .. relations concerns. They
include:

* Determining., the most direct, secure and cost-effective.....
. transportation modes and carriers;

* * Arranging specially-chartered trucks, rail cars, and ships to
transport spent fuel;'

* Coordinating shipments with national, -state and local
authorities;

W .Providing technical assistance and monitoring at the reactor
site in advance of the shipment, and during cask loading, tie-
down and transport..
cooperating with shippers and carriers.to ensure safe

packaging and handling;. .-

S.Obtaining regulatory approvals for packaging;

S:Proyiding casks, basket design and fabrication of this and
other related equipment;

*

*

Handling all required notifications'and licenses;-

Managing all-shipping documentation, tracking and logistics;

Providing emergency, response planning;'.

* Developing a Transportation .Program and Transport Plan which
will include aspects such as:.

-Project Managemenit and Organization," *- •

-. Physical Protection; - "

• • •" • 2
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"OualityAssurance;
- Financial Management. -

* Overseeing the entire process to meet critical deadlines and
ensuring safe, secure and cost-effective delivery.

EIC is willing to employ these skills for the Department and to
participate in the Office* of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management's program at any of several levels. We would be pleased
to provide further. informantion on our capabilities; please do not*
hesitate to contact us at.(202) 483-4959 in this regard.

a Edlow
Pr ident

a
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SUITE E. 4193 CRESCENT DRIVE
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURi 63129

* U]I (314) 892-8383 S
- TOLL FREE (800) 532-004..

0AX (314) 892.7899

"ay 30, 1996

United States Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue S.W.
Attn: HR- 561.21
Washington, D.C.-' .20585.

Attentiofi:- Ms. Michelle Miskinis I

Dear Ms. Miskinis:
0 •

Please use this letter as a submission of interestby RSB Logistic Inc. for transporting spent
nuclear fuel from commercial nuclear reactors to the future designated Federal facility-for
storage.

Please also find enclosed company literature for RSB Logistic Inc., and please feel free to) contact me if you have any questions..

Sincerely,

- William Hehr
.. .Operations Supervisor

o0
"Q" IQ t

Senclosures

- I
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MONTREAL, PQ
. SASKATOON, SK ST. LOUIS. MO KINGSTON,' ON SPOKANE, WA
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-UTILTIES

. June 14, 1996". ".NG-96-1347"

*.- ,.Ms..Michelle Misknis"

Co'Nracting Of•F- e
US Department of Enei-y

S

- .

I!. °

1000 Independence Avenue SW
* Attention: HR-56141 •

Washington,. DC 20585

. .. . Re: oI. *Duane A ldEherg'y Cienter
Expression of Interest

•J-70a

D.

.FMs:.

ear Ms. Misklnls:"

S " .. This letter Is Iniresponse to the notice In thd Fderal Register of
May'28,1998•. " r - * * .

• - In that notice, the Office of Cvlvan Radlia6tlve Waste Managetnent
(OCRWM) 'eqUtsted expressions of Interest rL~ated to prdposed apptoach forS .* - carrylhg out Its sppnt nuclear fuel acceptance. tr.nsp0poat.on and stbragd; ", " functionts. IES U01tiles; acting with other subsidia~des of W•S Industries. hal •-
pote'nti'l jnterest in partfcikating In this program. ...

.Please" keep us apprised of developmdnts and opportunities to partcipoate.-. .; My telephone number Is (319) 398-4669 and Tax number Is (310) 398-819,"

S-Sincerely".. . a

I. -

-Dr. Walter C. Nod'an
"Principal Engineer, NurJear F1uel..

, •

c!J. Franz

B. Wohlers.

* -V. -

* S... * I
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I 
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* .

Q RSB LOGISTIC .INC.
P .

* ~St.LOUIS. LVS3SOUPJ £$2'S-

* 'TOLL Mfý (3m0) 5324)*
* * * (~Jcs B92-7890 _ )

-*May30.196 "
". *, *

United States Departnent ofEner,•
1000 Independ.nce Avenue S.W.'
Attn: HR-61..2 f -

Washlngton..D.C. 20585

A•ention.. ML Micelle Miskinis

I
I.

* ..

- . S

S -

*

. • . . . . ,.-

Deear Ms. MHski*s:.

@

e .

o.

Please use this letter as a submission otin'teresf by RSB Logistic Inc. for trahsportig spent
imuelear fuel from commercial nuclear reactors to the future deslgnated Federal racilitý' for
stoge.'. .

'Please also find enclos'ed company literature f6r RSB Logistic In., and plese feel iee to
contact ine ifyou have any questions. ... . . .

S.Incerly. .1 * -.

.. .1 * t

*Williamn l-Ihr
Operatk~ns Supervisor

8

enclosurels

sAiKATOON, •SK

*
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*B b LOGISTIC INC.
. . : SUITE E, 4193 CRESCENT DRIVE ...

- ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63129.
- - - .It (314) 8924=8

TOLL FREE (800) 532-0504
FAX (314) 892-789 "

RSB LOGISTIC INC. (formerly BRAUNKO&1LE TRANSPORT) is the North

Ameridcan subsidiary of a worldwide Transportation Company.

RSB LOGISTIC GMBH is the parent Company with its head office near Cologne

in Germany. RSB his subsidiaries in several countries and handles many facets of

transportation throughout the world. These include inland waterways shipping in

Europe,,nuclear transportation both domestic and overseas, freight forwarding

services, warehousing and storage and road transport of refrigerated and bulk materials

in Germany and the European Community.

RSB LOGISTIC GMBH is, in turn, a subsidiary of the *RHEINBRAUN' group of

.companies based in Germany. This group is headed by a holding company which is

RWE Ag., which has many subsidiaries including RHEINISCH WESTFALISCHES.

ELEKTRIZITATSWERK which is one of the largest electrical utility companies in

Germany. RWE and its subsidiaries have in excess'of 120,000 total employees

..worldwide. These companies are involved in such varied areas as coal, gold and

uranium mining, printing press manufacturing, marketing of natural resources, refineries

and conversion facilities along with numerous other ventures and activities.

The names of ORSB LOGISTIC%, BRAUNKOHLE. and "RHEINBRAUN" ,are well.

respected and well known in the European community and worldwide. We at "RSB

LOGISTIC' in North America are proud of this reputation and are continuing to preserve

. ......... •

.1 •
-" . .

SA:SKATO ON, SK ST. LOUIS, MO . KINGSTON. ON SPOKANE, WA MONTREAL, '-PQ



-UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION'

Registrant: RSB LOGISTIC SERVICES INC..
Attn: Mike Montague
4193 Crescent Drive Ste. E.
St. Louis, MO 63129-1084

Th'lis certifies that the registrant is registered with the U.S. Department ofTransijortation as required
by 49 CFR Part 107. Subpart 0.T St.. o t r .tr-

• ,This certificate' is Issued under the. authority of Sectdon I 06(c)(1) of the It aiird'ous Materials .
Transportation Act, 49 App. U.S.C. 1801, et. peg. It is unlawful to alter or falsify this document.

Reg. 'No:* 060895 028 004D Issued: 0611219S Expires: 06130196

* Recor dkeeping Requirements for, the Registration Program

The following must be maintained at the principal place of business for a period of three years
from Use date of Issuance of this Certificate of Registration:

(1) A copy of the registration statement filed with RSPA: and
(2)' This Certificate of Registration.
Each person subject to the registration requirement must furnish that persons Certificate ot
Registration (or a copy) and all other records and information pertaining to the Information
contained in Vie registration statement to an authorized representative or special agent
of the U.S. Department of Transportation upon request

Each motor carrier (private orfor-hire) subject to the registration requirement must keep a

copy of that carrier's current Certificate of Registration or another document bearing the
registration number Identified as the 'US. DOT Hazmat Reg. No.0 In each truck and truck tractor
(trailers and sumi-trailers not included) used to transport hazardous materials subject to
the registration requiremfet The Certificate of Registration or document bearing the registration
number must be made available. upon request, to enforcement personneL.

For information, contact the Hazardous Materials Registration Manager. DlQIM-60 Research and Special
Programs Administration. U.S. Department of Transportation, 400 Seventh Street. SW. Washington, DC
20590. telephone (202)306-4109. ,. .



KUDDING, BROWN &.ASSOCIATES INC.

• 1"April 1..4

Braunkohie Transport, Is prevently In the process of undertaking a completo -review
of the current quality practices, and Identifying tho main steps which graunkohie

* TransportI carn adopt wiLhIn Its operations,- focusing on streamlining and Improving the
*rciting quslity practics.

brnuiskuitle Transport is prooontly In the proooso of asueecing all critical aspects of
their current operations 69 they relate to the quiality of the services, and to develop

-and Implement a globally recognized Quiality A~ssurance System In accordance w~ith
ISO 9002 Quality Assurance requirements.

Ylve objectives a.e 1hat ProunloiTronaport nhould bea to 01906.z2 Itstf In 0"-nh
..a way that the technical, administrative end human factors affeting the qualit of
Its services will be under control.

13y Implementing the applicable ISO 9002 Quality. Assurance System 'elements.
L_ý1r~ou flout all etagos of their organization. Draunlcohie Tranolport feels.-that their

"-"~stoners' requests can be mat with the first effort, a'ery time, In every section and'by every pers.on within the organization'..'

tBraunlkohle Transport has engaged the professional services of Kuidding, Brown.&
Assoclastes Inc., to salait them with the dovelopment.1 Implementation and registration '

St ...002uality As.s-ur.nce System.

We aotihcipate that the ISO 9002 Quality System Standard requirements will berfully
'implomn nted and reglosterd by the end of June,. 1994.

* Yours trulyp,

7UD1U BROWM a SOCIATES 1140.

Pilch E. Kudding, COA,-. At "
President. . . . . . .

•0; 1207. 11th Avenue S. W., C.olgery, Alberts 3C 0MB

+" ry ipleentng he ppliabl 18 902 Oally.Asuraoo Syeem~emets



"IN OND #: CDN - 2322•
USA - 458601846

FEDERAL TAXPAYER I.D.#:-
98-0074089

INTERSTATE COMMWERCE COMMISSION.

*-DECIsIOu SEVMT l

ERAUNKORLETRANSPORT CANADA* INC.,
*SASJKATOONH, SIK~ CD

Iteentitled

RS LOGISTIC INC..
SASKATOON l BK, CD

#

" Decided: February 21. 1995

• -.- On February. 13. 1995, .applicant filed a request to have the,
Commission's records changed to reflect a name change.

a iforderAjd:.

m The Com•is•ion''g records are amended to reflect the carrier'sname as RSB LOGISTIC INC."

It it has not already done so, the carrier must amend (1) its- nsurance coverage for the protection of the public, (2) it'designation of agents upon'whom process may be served, ana.(3) its• tariffs, of schedules to reflect the new name.
4 by the Comamissionl.

.Vernon A. Williams
Secretary;EAL).



P.4-3 I

INTERSTATE'COt*IERCE COZ*115510N (e.1/

PERMIT

No. mc-tL879

BRAUNKOLILE TRLANSORT CANADh, INC.
M1ONTRZALf QUESEC, CANALDA,-

SERVICE DATE
NOV 12 1986

Thia Pormit Ls ovidenag of. J_-h Gazzrroes' authority to,
fingtge -in trans'portatitor 4S . cont.act ca.-:Ler by mator vehicle.

- This authorltý4 wtll1 ba'e ffective as long as the carrier
m aintains compliancewtth the req,4140ect erann
insurance' 60V 'rage for the' pcotecition of whe. ptablic (49 !CFR 1043i8
tha dexiqnatilon of agents Upon. whom prvceu:s ;may be served
(41, CYR 1044); the excto of czm-acta (4j CrR 1Q!Z)w: ta.d
for passenger ca~rwýios,, tartZ' o'r schaedulea (1Ch10 hog~11

&his authiority'LxSsubject to any' to-moo candtitons, and
limitations as are nowi or may Later _be, itzached to tehisx

an hereverse side of ti*doc~enc.

By the. Co~misvione.

M~. SAL)

*While.

NOTE;i

Noreta R. McGee,
* Secretazj

the executionoef ccontracts must be accmplisihed,
unnecessazry to filra them with #W %e Czu~iassios,*%.

It 'there are discrepanc~jes regarding% this Permits,
please, notify the .Commilss±on withinz 30 days, I..

.1



c . 1-188479*

To• operate as a colntract catr_, by motor vehicle, I interstatejor .foreign c6mmerce, over irregular routes, transporting generalcoaliiodities (except classes & and B explosives-and household. goads)r, between points ini the United states (except Hawaii),under co,itinuing contract(s) with "ccmmerci•a--shippers or receiversof suCh coinmodities "

"*I 's peermit cancels Permit • lo, tC-188479, issued October 31,' 1986.

U .

C' -

. L - I
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*
RECEIVED.OCT 17 190

.(Rev... *10/4)

" INTESTATE COMMERCE COMMISSiON

CERTIFICATE.

No. (C 188479 (Sub 2)

BIRAUOLE TPANSPORT. CANADA, INC.
M..ONTREAL QUEBEC, CD

Certificate is evidence of the carrier's authority to
transportation 25 a common carrier by motor vehicle.

This
.engage in

SxThis authority will be effective as long, as vh- carrier.
maintains compliance with the. requirements pertaining to
insurance. coverage for the protection of the public *(49 CF.R - '---°.
L043) ;! t.he desig.na-lon of agents upon whom process may be. sery.d
(49 CFR 1044) 1 and tariffs or. scheduleC (49,CYR 1Z-. 'The

.cirr•er shall also render reasonably continuous and. adequate
service to. he public. Failure to meet these -conditions w!i1ll
constituts sufficient grounds 'for the suspension,• change, or*
.avocation of this authority..

This authority is subject to any terms, conditions, and
limitations as are now, or may latar be, attached to this
-Privilege. 

*--

For comm~on carr-er, with irregu1ar route authcri.ty: Any "
.r.-ecgrular routs aut-horitauzcri.ed in this Carziflca" may not.

be tacked or joined with your other irregular route authorityunless joinder is specifically authorized.
The transportation service to be performed is described on

the reverse .side of this document..

By the Co=mizion.

* (SEAL)

- :NOTE:

SIDNEY L. ThiQr A"#D, JR..
... .Secretary.

If there are any discrepancies regarding this document,

pleage notify the Cocnizoion within 30 day&,.



" .No. WC 188479 (Sub 2)
Page 2

To operate as A common carrier, by motor vehicle, in Interstateor foreign commerce 0 over irreglar routes transporting general
commodities (except classes A and B explosives, household goods,and commodities *n bulk), betwpen.points in the-U.S, (except AKand HI). .

e ,o"

;" i

.4 - .
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m TOWER.CHISHOLM
FERGUSON LIMITED

ESTABLISHED 1928
CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

2 LANSING SQUARE
-SUITE 901

* WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO
S' • CANADA M2J 4P8

TEL. (416) 495-0463
FAX (4161 495-727A

- This Certificate of Insurance neither affirmatively nor
negatively amends,' extends or alters the coverage afforded by
-the policies scheduled herein'. It is furnished as a matter, of
iniformation'only, confers no rights upon the holder and is
issued with the understanding that the rights and liabilities of
the*-parties will be'.governed by the original policies as they
may be lawfully amended by endorsement from time, to time.

W •f

NAME AND ADDRESS-TO WHOM ISSUE-

NAME AND ADDRESS OF. INSURED. .
RSB LOGISTIC INC./RSB LOGISTIQUE INC.
219 Cardinal. Crescent .,
SS katoon, askatchewann, STKK" "".

TYPE OF INSURANCE: , . .
I. Blanket Automobile Fleet .". 2. Commercial General Liability

. - "INSURER: Zurich Ins Co - Internationa!

POLICY NUMBER: 1. 9990934 .2. 8826344 .

.EXPIRY DATE: 05/31/96...

COVERAGES: 1. Automobile - Third Party Property Damage, Bodily
, Injury -,Physical Damage/All Perils $2500 Ded

(Tractors) ' •.2. C.G.L. -Third Party Property Damage,"Bodily

* .Injury and .Personal Injury...,-

LIMITS OF LIABILITY 1. $ 10,006,000; 2. $10,000,000.
(ALL-LIMITS ARE IN CANADIAN DOLLARS)

-. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS/COMMENTS: All-operations of the Insured
common to long haul trucking, ihterprovincial/interstate common
carrier including transportation of hazardous materials.

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT THE ABOVE POLICY(S) ARE
S NOW .IN FORCE.,, .. . •.-- NOW IN FOR. ."TOWER-CHISHOL4 FERGUSON LTD.

DATE: 6I& - 9
4 29" AuthorizedSignature

. .. j-. &. ." "

Regional Representative of Af ssurex Insurance Brokers with over 65 Offices Woildwide



-, 7~'T WER-HIS OLM2 LANSING SQUARESr~~OWER-CHISHOLM ..
SUITE 901

E FERGUSON LIMITED WILLOWDALE, ONTARIO
.ESTABLISHED 1928 CANADA M2J 4P8

TEL. (416) 495-0463
FAX (416) 495-7274

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE

This Certificate of Insurance neither affirmatively nor
* negatively amends, extends or alters the coverage afforded by.

the policies scheduled herein. .It is furnished as a matter of
information only, confers :no rights upon the holder and is
issued with the understanding that the rights and liabilities of
the parties Will be governed by the original policies as they
may be lawfully amended by endorsement from time to time."•

NAME AND ADDRESS TO WHOM ISSUED ,

NAME AND ADDRESS OF INSURED:
RSB LOGISTIC INC./RSB LOGISTIQUE INC.-
219 Cardinal Crescent ' *

.. Saskatoon; SK S7L 7K8

- TYPE OF INSURANCE: Inland.Transit (Cargo)

INSURER: : Zurich Ins Co - International

***POLICY NUMBER: .*. 8826405

* EXPIRY DATE: January 5, 1997

.LIMITS OF LIABILITY $ 1,350,000. CDN $
$ 1,000,000. U.S.$

* DESCRIPTION OF :OPERATIONS/COMMENTS: ".
:Operations usual to the Named Insured.-

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY CERTIFIES THAT THE ABOVE POLICY(S) ARE
NOW IN FORCE.

.. TOWER-CHISHOLM FERGUSON LTD.

DATE: . "4 .
* .

"Autorized Signature
Cert: 11 . -

* * Regional Representative, of AssUrX' Insurance Brokers: with over 65 Offices Worldwide
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IJS.Deparlmon!
of lronporboIlW

R~ECEIVEDP JUN. 6'q~

400 Sevonth St.. SW
aahi~nq10fn DC. M90¶I

MYItS 15-1991

mBtAUIlKO)IL9 TRANSPORT CANADA INC.
2902 HAtISE LMAN 'AVENUE
SASKA7OONs,SK 57L.523.-

IN REPLV.REFIR TO:
Y01I11 IiSOO.T NO.s - 2667=..
RE VIEW Flu.: 0010611'

GE:T lLE'M ENT .......

:THE MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY
RATING.FoR YOUR COMPANY S1,.

SATISFACTORY.*

TillS SATISFACTORY RATING IS TIlE RESULT OF *A MAY oi. "19910 REVIEW AND
EVALUATION. A.SATISFACTORY RATING INDICATES "IIAT YOUR COMPANY HAS ADEQUATE
SAFETY, MANAGEMENT CONTROLS IN PLACE TO EFFECT SUBSTANIIAL COMPLIANCE WITI
TIll FEDERAL F•OIR CARRIER SAFETY AND/OR HAZARDOUS ?tATERIALS REGULATIONS:

ALL PARTS OF. 'HE'REGULATIONS WERE CONSIDERED SATISFACTORY'
I " .- .. '

PLEASE ASSURE YOURSElF THAT ANY SPECIFIC DEFICIENICIES IDENTIFIED
IN 111E HEVIEW REPURV IhAVE DEEt4 CORRECTED. V1 APPRECIAILT YOUR

•EFFORTS TOWARD PROIOIItIG HOTOR CARRIER SAFETY IIIROUGIIOUT YOUR
COMPANY. IF YOU HAVE QUESIIONS OR REQUIRE fUIJTIIER -INFORMATION,

* PL[ASL CONTACT THE SAFETY SPECIALIST W1110 CO.JNDIJCTEO -7lie REVIEW.

00
p/ -

SAM W. P; RE4, JR.
.*CHIEF, FEDERAL PHOGRAIIS DIViSIOsu

Sri REESSAGE ON BACK -

NOW DOING BUSINESS AS:.

RSB LOGISTIC, INC.
.219 CARDINAL CRESCENT

SASKATDON, SASKATCHEWAN S7L 7K8

I.

4
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/.
* ACHEM-NUCLEAR SYSTEMS, INC.

} 140 Sbn•ioebeve DM 0 tia, Sdo wlum M10' (8023) 56OX..
/ -.

June 16, 1996

Ms. Miebelle Miskins, Conimedng Officer
U.S. D•partment of Encrgy

SORC Indepe- ence. Ave. SW
• . Atn: HR-561.21 "

Washinton, DC 20585

1Y~aT Ms Miskinisv•

Su31 REQUEST FOR EXPRESSION OF NtEREST AND COMMENTS
SREGARDING OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT TRANSPORTATION PLAN POC

This is to inform you that Chem-Nuclar Systems, Inc. (CNSI).is ifieres2b in obtaining futurc
information regarding the potenial contract discussed in the subjcct r .quest for cxpressious of
interest. Chmn.Nuclear is highly qualified to perform this type uf work, as shown in the e--
closed ompiany brochure.

Our comnments on fth scope of services and conraact are 0s follows:

I. Transportation service contractors and individual purcha'.rs may have problems reaching -
agreement on methl& and schedule for servicing specific utility sites under o fixed-price scc-
nario. The contractor will be motivated to service the contract under the lowest cost, whreas"
the utility prefers tbc contractor to deliver a service that bast b suis that particular utility. What
would happeu if the conLinutur and utility cainot agree to terms?

2. The level and type of service should be specified in the contract between the contractor and
* DOE should be specified. This wilt enable the contractor to cost into his quote the appropriate

service..-

S" "3. Costing the service for the quotation would be simplified if there were a standardized camis-

tcr or interface for each utility 'widiiu t:h c egion. It would be to the contractor's advantage

* to dcvelup such a canister, but will be difficult to do in the time allowed, or if some utilities
*- within the region already have storage-only systems.

4.- Pur hasers have no incentive to construct physical plant o•difications or perform technical
i specification changes that wmild improve efficiency or reduce costs for the contractor. This
was an advantage for DOE performing the design of the standardized MPC; the-IV was nO in-
centive for the utilities to do it. •

.•. o



>Thank you for
have anygucsl

* Chutes R.Wi
Principal Engi

A23 .1R

jjgua.rav511 "Si m WAR_ t003

providing us the opporunity to comment pn this powtial procurement. If youtions of CNSI, please conmct me at (803)758-1890.

U.' 
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SINDUSTRIES* INC.-

• Stahl Industries, Incorporated.
530 East Central Boulevard
-Suite 1504

%OrlandoFlorida 32501... /l~syrs~v4~d p~
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B&W Nuclear Environmental Services, Inc.
U U.-flateS4 . .OnW %,

May 31,19

. . Lynchburg. VA 24~
(80) 9484600

-. .... " Fax: (804) 9484&16

Ms. Michelle Miskinis..
Contracting Officer,

- --US.Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., ,W S

* Attn.: HR-561-21 -
Washi-igtonD D.C. 20585

• .. . ,.

Subject: Request for Expressibn Of Interest and Comments,
Regarding Office of Civilian.Radioactive Waste
Management Transportation Plan

Dear Ms. Miskinis: -

7 The Babcock &.Wilcox Co. has been a supplier..of -nuclear steam.
S• supply systems to the electric power industry for over thirty years•

- and has built, owned -and operated research reactor and critical
experiment. facilities.' It is currently *the sole supplier of
nuclear fuel assemblies to the U.S. Navy and has provided fuel .to
electric utilities and research facilities. B&W under DOE contract

• . DE-AC07-881D 12701 designed, licensed-and built the BR-l00; a 100.,
ton barge/rail cask capable of shipping 21 PWR or 54 BWR fuel

-" assemblies. In support of these operations, current employees of
* B&W Nuclear Environmental Services, Inc.. (B&W NESI) have developed

kJ significant skills in radiological, program management, :exposure
control, licensing., transportation and waste disposal.,

-. . . - ' .. ,

These capabilities are available to* assist OCRWM in- providing
*-- project engineering, site management',". transportation, system

integration and other services pertaining to the full spectrum of
- 'spent fuel management. With this experience in mind, we would like

to have B&W NESI added to your mailing list for the above
referenced draft solicitation when it becomes available for review.

-. We would also like a .copy of the names and -addresses of those.
companies that respond to this expression of interest.

Any statement of work, conference registration forms, -or other.
relevant material pertaining to this subject should be sent to my-
attention at.the following address: . .

-i : . ., -
Mr. 'Gary W,.. Smith.' -. . - -

Bi4 Nuclear Environmental Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 10548 '. . . .. . " • -
22'20 Langhorne'Plaza • . ""

.. 'Lynchburg, VA 24506-0548 "•.

* 'I



I
°

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer
-.2 . .

Inthe interim, if I &an be of any assistance in addressing other*
environmental issues, please do-not hesitate to call me at your
convenience. I can be reached at .(804) 948-4605.

Sincerely,
B&W .Nuclear Envi onmental Services,

Gary W. mith. -

Manager, Business Development.

Inc.

. I

-I do

J* ~. 4 ..
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S22201:*nghorne Road
..'P.O.Box 10548

Lynchburg VA 2450604)M
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" - Ms. Michelle Miskinis
'Contracting Officer "
US Department of Energy

S.1000 Independence.Ave., SW
Attn< HR-561-21 •
Washington, DC 20585
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"" Westinghouse E Energy Systems
Electric Corporation

June 6, 1996

vs. Michelle Miskinis.
* contracting Officer

*U. S. Dept. of Ener
SIndependence Avenue. SW

Attention: HR-561:21
Washington, D.C. 20585

* Pnsb~MWS0I PMstAi 1523M.0355

MPC-M1 -ESBU-96-053

Dear Ms. Miskinis: -

Please put. the Westinghouse Energy Systems Business'Unit (ESBU) on the distribution list to receive
.... additional information-on the DOE Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage and Transportation Servics

[Federal Register May 28, 1996 (Vol. 61, Number 103)J.

. John 7aoovino
* ESBU MPC Program Manager

I~as

* S I. .

t
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* - - . . .--. ~ **~,*** F- - .- *



,"wow,. r LtL ZOA-LI 1 ALLIANCE

. An Association of State. Provincial and Federal Officials
( ~~~Responsible for the Adm inistratioin and Enforcemeto oo

Carrier Safety Laws In the United States. Canada and Mexico

54 GROSVE LANE M Sf 1300 BETHESDA, MD 20814 *TEL: (301) 5641623 FAX (301) 564.058

June 6.1996

- Ms. Michelle Misi.nis
Contracting, Office
U.S. Dept. of Energy
Attention: .R,561-21
1000 Independence Ave. SW*

.ash.ington, D.C.. 20585.

S. Dear. Mi& iscinis.

TChiscorrespondence is the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance's (CSA) response to a
request for expression of interest and comments .egardIng th..Notice of Waste

,Acceptance Storage and Transportation' Services in the Federal Register, Vol. 61 No.,.
103, dated Tuesday. May28, 1996.

CVSA is a not for profit organization of Federal, State and Provincial , Governme
agencies and representatives from private industyiy in te United States, Canada and
Mexico dedicated to improvement 'of commercial vehicle safety. The mission of the
Alliance is to achieve uniformity and reciprocity of commercial vehicle inspections and -
enfosrc ent activities throughout North Am..erica through ffecti motor' c er

. vehicle and cargo safety standards, compliance, education, and enforcement.

In 1986, the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alianc (CVSA), was recognized byrthe Office:
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) as the organization of State
officialsoresponsibetor the administration and enforceme r Re r s afety laws.

To ensure 'safety ad minimize the need for duplicate inspections, OCdWM requested:
that CVSA work with them and provided a Cooperative Agreement to develop uniformn
inspection proceduires~out of service criteria and a model agreement for inspection
reciprocity of shipments under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. Tois enhanced
procedures/out of service criteria and training curriculum was developed select..
inspectors trained, and a pilot program initiated to test the procedures. CVSA is now in a

S position to recommend the procedures and out f service criteria for the transportation of
sp"""entucear fuel. CVSA ias deoongtrated through this Cooperative Agreement and
others that it has the. ability *to get the job dope' in an e fficient and cost effective.
manner

-. • ' . ° : .. . i ; 2 "i . " . . • :. "

/
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Ms. Miskinis
CVSA comments on Federal Register Vol. 61, No.103
* Pap e2.

S- ..CVSA is of the opinion that OCRWM needs to develop aTransportation Planfor spent
nuclear fuel, which has as its cornerstone the CVSA developed. program known as the
'Enhanced North American Standard Inspection Procedures for Commercial Vehicles

• .• Transporting Transuranics, Spýnt Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste". The
procedures as developed are a practical and workable method of inspecting radioactive

* shipments, and hold them to a higher standard which will insure a safer and more reliable
transpor .ssteniL

L • °.

CVSA is prepared to.contract with OCRWM, to provide training for state and tribal
inspection and enforcement personnel involved in the inspection of motor carrier
trans•orters. CVSA will also agree to coordinate and provide national leadership and
supervision of the inspection effort to insure uniformity, compatibility, reciprocity and
efficiency of inspections, throughout the county."' .'

.o
• f, "."

With the use of the Enhanced Procedures the following will be accorishcd:

". Provide and insure a transportation system that stresses safety as the most important
facet involved in. the movement of spent nuclear fuel.

0. The carrierls including their drivers will realize and appreciate thai it is critical that
their vehicles and drivers be of the highest caliberin order to successfully adhere to

/ -. the Enhanced Procedures.

~- b

/
Provide a strong sense of security and safety for the enforcement community and the
general public in the transportation of spent nuclear fuel. .

" .. A cost effective,"successful, viable and tested inspection mechanism in place within
all the states, which is accepted and strongly supported by the enforcement..
community. A similar proposal is in place to accommodate the Native American
n tribes, and movement of spent nuclear fuel through their reservations.

* An inspection program which is consistent,.and uniform throughoit the United
States, and that the inspection equipment, procedures and persoinnel are trained and
CVSA certified...This will help to eliminate delays in shipments, excessive burden to
the industry and concern and frustration by the, general public.

' An inspection procedure which is maintained and kept current, with a viable and,
efficient monitoring and distribution system..

S Access, cooperation and assistance from an international organization whose
members presently conduct safety inspections and enforce safety regulations covering
on-highway transportation of goods including hazairdous mate'rials.

• .- .. ..-- .. . . " . . . ..., - .- .. . •

.. .. . . •. .-..... . --.

O
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Ms. Miskinis
CVSA comments on Federal register Notice Vol. 6 I. No. 103.

CVSA would be very happy to provide a formalized proposal with budget to accomplishwhat has been outlined above. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you-have anyquestions regarding our sincere interest and comments regarding this aspect of thetransportation of spent nuclear fuel. My telephone number is (517) 732 4727, Fax is.
S* (517) 7312954. 

...

S rely,

ames; E.
CVSA/DOE Program Director

.. , 7346 LombardAve." :. Gaylord, Michigan 49735

Iq .
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~K.STONE 8jW

~~245 UM

OKCAIUR.AL

S" * • USO-'1

VT oADR U .f•t

Ms. Micelle Misdi
*Contracting Officr

* U.S.* Department of Energy-
-- 1000 Independence Avenue,
'Attention: BR-561.21
* Wahingon, C 20585

Deir Ms. Misi'inis:

S- SPECIAL- NOCE REQU

REGARDING OFFICEI(
TRANSPORTAT1ON PL..

EBSTER ENGMINEERING CORPORATION

MER STREET, BOSTON MASSACHUSET. S 02210\

ELPWOUK 01 330 urnVAM.S~33303

SW

* OAX 3133. ?U
*PONI.AND ' US

M , PRLAMO. 00
01CMI.AND. WA
3ItcNUOiO. VA

- * PLASANCU. CTAMPA. f
WASNINSMKOut. C

June 4. 1996

EFST OR EXPRESION -OF INTEREST AND CONMENTS.
)F CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE, WASTE MANAGEMENT.-[POe..

Please issue one copy of the aforementioned document which was announced in the Commerce
Business Daily of May 24, 1996..-

-you for your assistance.

-ely truly youri

C. F. Grochmal "

'Vice President'
4--. .

-S
( ,

.*

.**.. -.° .
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Ms. Michelle, Hiskinis
Contracting Officer.
V* U. Depagtuent of Energ

* 1000 Independesce Avem
Attentioat DR-561.21
WasbingtOn DC. 20585
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TELECOPY FORM
U ___ U ~

I.

i

P.o. sox Mo60t
SAN DIEGO.'CA 92186-9784

3550 GENERAL ATOMICS CT.
SAN DIEGO. CA 92121-1194

1'O:

Ms. Mtrchile Hiskinis"
O.E-.HQ Contracts
Washington DC

t~ROA:

oU. U W

ier. Director
te Management Ur

R. ff. Greni
N~uclear Was

NS TQTA1 P.AiQt tbkt e&MvI

VP140*1 NO: 202-634-4413 ?"u 4.0o* 610-455-2S830

Fix N0: -4419 QMNFAXIS NO: .-2596

VEAFY Id@: -4420 (Secy)
V RY WNO.

(Secy) -2595
- a. .w.- i

June 18, 1995
I

We are faxing this tn meet submittal date.

are being sent seprately. .

Hard copy of original and 3 copies

I .

I.
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+EArg"AToMAc NWM:RMG:204:96•
Fite 6.8.118
June 18, 1996,

,IJ. ii,~ MU

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer
.Attention: i-1. .21
US D ..4RT.1MENT ENFERGY
"1000 Independcncc Aveue SW
Watsington, DC 20585

Subject: Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation
Services; request for Expression of Interest and Coamients

.. "Dear Ms. Misk"nis:"

'As you are aware, General Atomies (CA) is very, much interested in the subject
service opportunity a5 evidenced by its continuing the development of the CA-4.
and CA-9 spent fuel transportation casks as a private venture GA began the.

- - develupiunztt ofthese casks over ten )yars ago in response to OCRWM's From-
Reactor Cask Develupu tni Fwogiam, and believe. thcscca sk",s wi" have a role to

.. play in the safe and efficient tranbWurtatiui of the Ytation'* conunercial reactor spent

fuel.

7.

In the following paragraphs, GA provides its comments as. you requested in the
-pl . ibe notice.

Uncanistered F-el * .

. First, GA believes that the DOE should vigorously pursue the developmrent of bare
-. 'fuel handling facilitieb, i iI te early phaies of any interim storage ,itc. Tra~sporta-

tion of uncanistered -spent fuel is more efficient, more economical, and has less
environmental impact than transporting canistered fuel. Developing caziiteziig
f.cilities at 70 reactor sites, most of which are operating nuclear power plants, and
manufacturing transportation canisters that are significantly more expensive, than
st6rag,-nnly canisteis, is inherently less economical than'using casks with reusable
baskets for transportation and separate casks or modules for storage. A cost savings.
of $200,000 per canister or Si,800/MTU can be saved in the capital cost of canisters
alone. Furthermore, several reactor sites do not have the failities that ame
Scompatible with the handling of the large rail casks used iwfth tanistered fuel; e.g.
crane capacity is insufficient, rail access i6 lacking, etc. Many of the sites arc at some
of the oldest reactors whose spent fuel has highest acceptanm. pziodty. Fuel from

. these plants will be handled bare and be among the first to be accepted."

The capability of the Industry is sufficient to meiet any reasonable nea--term capacity.
requircmcnts. The real question is whether there is a near-term requirement. Once.
orders are placed, casks xvill be developed .and consmtctmi to meet the needs of any

2160 GV4~AL A1fl~5 IX3.JN1 CAN I~.COO~ CA 33121.1194 PC 90Z B.~.C4,3. SAN OCOC~ CA W.'1SO.~IW~PO WX W" -Si 0 C C4 CA VZOW 0 94

f
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order. What the industry won't do is construct hardware before thereIS a prudent
expectation that it will recover its Investment with a riasonabie profit. O€, w4y .40
solve this will be for the DOE to sign contracts with the industry that can be used as
collateral to finance the construction of a fleet of casks.

Plant Modifictions
The standard contract with the Purchasers gives the DOE the opportunity to approve

all delivery schedules which can be delegated to the service contractors. Each
contractor would hive every incentive to optimize its deliveries to make best use of
its equipment and sta!1; as do'the Purchasers who will want to miniaize any impa&
on plant operations. yet still dispose of the spent fuel in a timely manner. Thus,

heac party has an incentive to minimize its own costs and is In the best position to
* negotiate a delivery schedule that meets its own needs and minimizes overall

:.system costs. It would not seem reasonable for Purchasers to make plant modifi-
cations, etc., to reduce shipping costs, as DOE has the responsibility for all.shipping
costs. On the other hand, PuTchasers will make plant modifications, etc., as

Snecessary to reduce their costs of loading the spent fuel if it reduces their overall
costs. Purchasers have an obligation to their customers and stockholders to
minimize their own costs, not the overall system costs. The only motivation a
Purchaser would have to increase its costs in order to reduce the overall system

,- costs would be for the Purchaser to receive a reduction in fees that compensates'fur
-its increased costs

* Regional Cqon3raco

S-One aspect of having four regions, with four. service contractors, is that the
contractors may develop conflicting scliedules for the arrival time of shipments to
the storage site. Additionally, the origins of shipments'may not be distributed very
evenly between the four regions, as most of the oldest plants with the most of the
oldest fuel may be in one region. Finally, a Purchaser in one region may trade its
allocation with a Purchaser in another region, which would change the level-of
planned work for both of the affected service contractors. Some consideration ot
these circumstances is recommended. Nonptheless, CA believes'a regional -

- approadi is as good as any other approach in assuring that there are.several CoM-
petitors in the busiiess..

-Please send any turther. information concerning this opportunity to my attention.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact me at 619455-2583
(FAX'619-455-2596).

• . . ". -o • .. .. .Sincerely,

Robert M..Grenier
. . . .. ..Director

-Nuclear W•stc Marnagement Division'

. - .. ...
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Mi. Mctihle MOsi.n..
Contracting Officer.
U.S. Departmente4 neAeW
1000 Independence Av0. SW
Washington, ZDC 205SSS

Attn.: 3HR.S61.21

I

J . -

Reference: CBD Announoemen ?ay24, 1996 Request for Expression of Interest and Con= tRegarding Ofce.of Civi.ian Radioactive Waste Management Trausportatio Plan

b ear%". Miskinis:, .'

Los AMamos Technical Associates (LATA) is interwsted in pursuing the above referened'*.. Transponation Plan and wish to receive all future corrspondence and notices. LATA hassupported the DOE's OCRWM Program since its inception and wishes to continue to do so.Through both Los Alamos National Laboratory and the Sandia National Laboratories we havesupported the efforts at Yucca Mountain and the National TRU Program. One of our goals is tosupport the DOE to put into plaie a fully functioning waste management system for the country.

I apolo•ize for this last minute submittal but through an oversight it his only today been broughtto my attention." Thank you for your consideration and support In belng placed on your..distributionl Est fbr future information..

• °i. : . . - . .

Leo W.Scully - ..
Manager of Niuilelar Waste Progra= I

*

I,.
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.June 4. 1996

Michelle Miskinis . ..Contracting Officer .
U.S. Department of Energy
1.000 Independence Avenue, S.W.. 7
Attn:"-HR-561.2.
Washington, D.C. 20585-.

RE:, Commerce Business Daily (issue No. 'PSA-1602, May 24,.1996):"Request for'Expression of Int6rest' and Comments RegardingOffice of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management TransportationPlan" . •. . ..

Dear Ms. Miskinis, • -

Please regard this'letter as'a submission o.' .expression of.. interest regarding the.above cited announcement. At this time, we".. do not have any comments.- 
. .-.- Please place our firm -on the list to receive futureannouncements-and additional-informati6n, which may include draftsolicitation documents. -in 'preparation for a potentialpresolicitation conference.

*.Please address all correspondance to: , " •
Carole B. Bentz " . . "-..-, ' Vice President -.. - .. . . "
E.J. Bentz & Associates, Inc,. . .-.7915 Richfield Road, - .... .
Springfield, Virginia. 22153 " . . . • ..
Thank you for your consideration. -. . . -

°..,

• %ncerel¥, . ..

Carole B. Bentt
Vice President

!....•
t .-

":-•-" ---.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .... : ' : :.-' i, :.:: •.... . •-



ARGONNE NATIONAL I.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASS

- 9700 South Cass Avenue, Bi
Argonne., Illinois 60439481:

MichellelMiskinis
Contracting Officer

." U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue

ABORATORY
ESSMENT DIVISION
dilding 900

.0. Benjamin Sc v.A)eýý
Ph: 708.252.1908
Fx: 708.252.3659

s•'hotipflebý an.gov

June 7,1996

SW

9'.

Attention: HR-561.21 . . - -... .. "

ashington D.C. 20585

: Dear Ms Miskins "..

..,This letter is in response to the Federal Register announcement of May, 28,1996 (Volume 61, Number 103),
. where The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM), Department of Energy, entered
a notice of "Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services" and called for "e esion on interst
and comments". - -

Please put the following names on any lists of announcements or communications with regard to this acti.
including any planned conference activities:

Dr. Benjamin Schope ... Dr. John R. Krummel
Environmental Assessment Division Environmental Assessment Division
Argonne National Laboratory Argonne National Laboratory
- 700 South Cass Avenue, Building 900 9700 South Cass Avenue, Building 900

'. gonne Illinois 604394812 - Argonne, Iinois 604394812

Scientists of the Environmental Assessment Division (EAD) acted as the technical lead in the development
of the environmental impact statement for the Multi-Purpose Canister. In the course of this work, important -

p. perspectives and understandings of the spent fuel disposal system were developed, especially With regard to
the spatial mathematical modeling of the system's logistics, covering the movements, handling, and long and
short-term storage of spent fuel.". . - " " - -

We believe that unique EAD capabilities can be of significant use in the further development of
methodologies and modeling software which might be used to siupport OCRWM decision making. This is
especially true in'the spatial modeling of facility and activity location, logistics, and scheduling. EAD has
the capacity to develop mathematical models with far higher spatial anid temporal resolution than any prior
approaches. Th3ese modeling frameworks can allow decision makers and planners powerful insight as to the

. nature and complexities of disposal system activities, with a better sense of the precise locations and timing
• of events. TIis can be.particularly important in: analyzing the behavior of any markets in priority .ninkings

(whegtepick-up timesoire exchanged between utilities); and assessing the feasibilityand quality of alternative
-logistics and operations'systems proposed by variou's corporate bidders

cerelzril.

Operated by The UnIversity of Chicago for The United States Department of Energy.

. -
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Governmental Dynamics
I N C O0 P o R'A'T E D1 .-

1655 North Fort Myer Drivm, Suite 700, Arlington VA 22209

703.818-2434 Fax: 703.818-2437

- June 4. 1996

/

Michelle Miskdnis
Contracting Officer

-US. Department of Enegy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Attention: HR-561.21 - .

Washington, DC 20585
Re: FederalRegister Notice published Tuesday, May 28, 1996

De'arMs. Miskinis: .

1 would like to be placed on your list to receive additional information, including any draft
-.'olicitation documents and information on the preparation of the presolicitation conference. 7.'
My firm, Governmental Dynamics, Inc. represents Nye County, Nevada. We plan on submitting

comments in response to the Office of Civilian Radioactive-Waste Management's (OCRWM).
request for expression of interest and comments published in the Federal Register on Tuesday,
May 28, 1996. It is our understanding that comments will be received by OCRWM up until July
.- 19, 1996... - . . . .

Thank you for adding me t6 your res•ondents list. : - . . ." " • ." . . . -.

i•~~~~~~~.). .h.......•u•..... ........ ,...... " •.. . ....... ". -

.SincereW, .. - . . , .

ITI

A so ..... :

.. z .. , .. " •. | . ., . .. . - .. : .. .

• - S .

* -.
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" ENGIEEcIN SERIVCNS, INC.

510.74z3 o..414 Po.01.v

hon 179 -1996
AMQ6-14

Confacdng Offim
U.S. Depa.," ofEnergy

ECI: R f" , ~Trm~1,4kt; &Trvk.u mt Preolicitaion Caf~e rme for Acquisftm of

*Dear Ms. Nambs:

I understand that infom-ation contnmed in tht May 1996 CED and FR annowwca11s can benltaiined *amn yrus fhw thn. wsTr5 a'c, to t1T Wodd Wide Web. be.nde ,,d tb. d.,'tStme= cf WC&± ad d.'a W.~ AZOV ýt~, TravD:%r-d0o- and stancec Co=cP1 t 0;crTuiow..ý eav ~i z barmc by Ju m 18, 199 r,6 w ould c c -, UW~y apprtduc it if tbeit &-;%w in"~ d bcx u fo•warc, dto: ..

: " ~~17 Crow C~anyon QxiM' Suite 100 "
~S=.Rmo CA 945s93Ta). .San Ramo , C _ 945

,CANYON COURi * SUITE 100 * SAN RAMON, CA 94583.o (510) 743.777" * FAX (510) 743-0414

TOTAL P.01



S-Electric Power
ResearchlknftA•,

June 4, 1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contr•cting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave SW
AT7N HR-561.21

. -* Washington, DC 20585

Powering Progres throuh InnVVaijM' &qUtnwis

N

* As discussed' with you on the phoný today, EPRI is interested in receiving"
.any available information regarding Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management Transportation Plan POC; please *send to me directly. We
have an ongoing interest in this subject' and I thank you. for your. assistance.

.JAJ IL~A ~57,
I.

e Rinagir S'Fuel Reliability, Storage.and Transportation • .•. - .°

f

,4

Y Naquarten: 3412 H140view Avenue, Past Office Box 10412. Palo Alto. CA 94303. USA -(415) 855-2000
WastNkon Mo'ze: 2000 L Sreit. NW. Suite 805. Washington. DC 20036. USA (202) 872-9222 * Fax- (22) 293-2697.
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* With regard to low cost of service... If this is an objective, then OCRWM should
consider letting the purchaser obtain whichever services are required, with OCRWM.

)ult.imately paying.the bill. The reason is,'experienrce shows that DOE seldom receives
the.same level of "serviceW as the commercial sector for a given cost. One reason for
this may be administrative ,costs that are sometimes attributed to. work for athe
government..-

4 There would seem to be no doubt that sufficient production capacity exists to meet
any projected need given-even short notice.

.5. The central issue to innovation is: When will the market exist? contractorscan not
create the market in this case. There has to be some place to go before there is a need

* to get there. To obtain the ultimate in innovation, DOE could open a spent fuel storage
facility. someplace, and then announce to the utilities that if they can get the fuel there
in a sealed canister, (at least initially), then DOE would -accept" It. Shipment of
assemblies would wait until DOE had a canisterizing facility on site. Such a facility is
probably ultimately needed, since disposal will Rikely require a canister as yet not

S.'defined. Even if DOE opened a'site, there still need to be an .orderly arrival of spent- • "e"" "- ....

6. No specific comments on this issue, other those embedded in comments for issues
I through 5.

I look forward to receiving further information from the OCRWM program as it becomes
available. . .. .

My address is: . -
LarryDanese -. .
1317 Hearst Drive, NE .

" - - - Atlanta, GA 30319 . . .

)

,. • .. Tel

Sincerely,

Larry Danese

ephone: 404-266-8343 (Voice and Fax)

0

i

I.

I
.'a
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-June 10, 1996 - .

Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer
Attn: HR-561.21
U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW.
Washington, DC 20585

'Dear Ms. Miskinis:. .

*i "RE: Federal Register Notice, Tuesday. May 28, 1996. Request for Expression of
* Interest and Comments'.

Please accept my expression of interest in providing future support to the Office of
CUlRan Radioactive Waste Management. I have worked on OCRWM programs in
support of the future spent fuel shipments for many years, and hope to provide supportS in the future. . :. -"'.

We appreciate the opportunity afforded to comment on the proposed structure of the
program, even thought it is understandably sketchy at this time. With regard to the
issues presented:

I. While choice of method for service seems a reasonable talking point, it is not clear
how the schedule agreement reached by a contractor and purchaser would relate to a
receipt schedule that would be needed to operate the storage/ disposal site efficiently.

. Further, the statement of the Issue implies the abandonment of the "Oldest Fuel First"
policy. It strikes me that this remains an equitable way by which the line that utilities
must stand In to establish order of service at the receiving site is established. -

- 2. To date, utilities have shown a willingness to upgrade plant capability to handle
large storage casks. It seems reasonable to expect that similar upgrades will be made
to support shipping 'of large casks In order to reduce cask handling and the total
number of shipments, resulting in less rem burden for the plant crew.

. -3. It is not clear why division of service area into regions as proposed would lead to
• low cost services to OCRWM" and it is not clear what "industrial capability" is being
preserved. The dry storage market has shown that domination is improbable, and
from time to time an "unknown" is awarded a storage contract. That .aside, it would be

* difficult to argue that "trucking" or'ratr capability is preseirved by the award of even a.'
contract for all of the service requirement. The entire contract would be only a small.
p percentage of the truck and rail market. Consequently, any sharing of the revenue
would be because we want to do It that way. Once sharing Is determined, the split
used is probably arbitrary. The basic difficulty is that both quantity of fuel and timing of
shipments should be considered, and thqse would seem to have no specific

:s "elationship to the NRC regions. - ; .

77° | " * . •,
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Ms. 1ichefle Miskinis .
Cont ctinfgOffi••-.

-US. Departknent ofEnergy ".
1000 Independence Av.e.. SW ...

* " At~teniftn .H'lR-561621 "-

.- W. D*.C:. o * .585

Subject:. Request for Express'one f interest and Comments on DDE's
- ,.. ; . Notike of Waste Accptance. Storagei and Transportation

": Services 161 Federal R e"stei26508"(May 28,-1996))..

.The Nuclear Enexr, Instittite (NEI)' is pleased to subAit comments to the
Department of Energy on the notice of.wvste aeceptance, storage ad transportation
services in the May 28, 1996. Federal Register. The general concepts present6d in
-he'Fediral Register notice are appropriate, reflect a greit,deal.of advance plapning
and strategic thinking and,. most im.portant, are a welcome step forward for the
c-Milian radioactive waste ananagement program.

.The nuclear energy industry lelieves that a maiket-based appioach to acceptance "
storage and 'ansportation of utility ipept nuclear fuel is essential. Since U.S.
. I.cl-or utilities are DOE's customer ftor theme services, arid since DOE's program
and utility plans are closely interrelated, .we believe the nuclear energy industiy

. .should.be directly iiivolved in ibe development of any prograi for spentfuel
*" ".'acceptance, storage an4 trailsportation. -

The U.s: nuc.eux eper industry hAs alieady launc b seyeral initiAtives to
- piovide anffied giddince for pl anninxg an4 mplem'eitizg a'waste acceptance,
" storag., a'id tanspoitatioix program. Based on theke'nitiatives. we wil provide*.

more de'tailed comments oki this program in the coming months..
.- • . .. . .. • ,

aNEI is tbre organization a~pprtfb!p for establishing umienld nwaltear thw4iaiuy~ Policy an Mawtrx afen the
-.. Ud.'aar Onergy Industry. NE1is mirmler. iv~u&uxM ~II iltoaie IlCOASA to operate comiamswtl -nuhoier powor

iPantasin gia. unrited &stta. nuceio*r pip~t aosigaers. maejor ar~tedlnginsering lirms, fuel fabrication
UOK48ILt~. nalctkcr matk;.-Aq licanusam, 6nd ailaer brganizstfons and individuals' involvvd in th6 muclear eiergy

isIPýfa. WA"$141C~o ;cd6prs. V160 A, 073,3,I-g

,



S Ms;M helle .is.i°is

.Jui 20V1906P~e20, .' ":

"advance of our more detailed comm ents owever, we would liketo address

.~) 'e'veral Points at this time; "

Cost Recovey:"DOE and theindust'y must work together to determzine iow the

federal government will reizmbp'rse utilities for the cost.of spent fuel containers
-purchased and used by nuclear utilities that will also be used at the DOE site..
S.DOE should also pay for certanlotier utility expenditures in the future.. .!e..
criterih x eh ani'Sm, ana timing of reimbursemehts should be fully explored by
"•Ot, stat.e utilityregulators" and the industry in the Process cf developing thb
spent fuel acceptance, storage and transportation program.

-- " Cdo~ppiatlon: The program for spent fuel acteptance, storage ad transportation
should provide appropriate opportunity for feedback from the industty,'and clearly.
defined mech anisms to resolve differen*ces'between the indusry and DOB..me

nuclear utilities •i]l take Wll reasonableh.teps to minimize costs. DOE can support
this goal by structuning the piocurereMt's that maiket forces encourage.

- . oopejration amrong utilitieisand aR othet participants. '

- .nttrct Type: Tlhe ,nergy Deparmeont can'encourage bost effective delivery of
waste acceptance, storage and trahsportation seryices by fostering comp6titi6n.
Competitive, fixed-price conttact would both cteate competition and ensure
contractor acbountibility. Relianceaon inilrket forces woul4 promote a more cost- .

effeciiv• and timely progriam. The request for proposals and resulting contracts
s..oula be adzli.nistered by DOE in. a flexible and efficient manner. The industry

,-•,,) • would Upk to work With DOE in 4esigning and implemeriting the optimum

contracting approakkh. "

The nuck•andustr is coinmitted tO working with DOE to cootdinate-a successful
* ~aste accetne strage and tr"n" ortaktion program tobgnovg etfl

" " ythi end,of this decade. ,uch'a program is an integral part of a successful
.Integrateda s')ent fuel management bystem.

*. * . ... .-

' T at integrated system must also include construction of a centrali'edinterim
a . totage facility by the end of the6 dc~d. Those two elements2-a market-based
program for waste acceptance, storage and transportation and const•ruction of an
interim stoiage facllity---will enable DOE to meet iv responsibility t6 begin.
accepting peat *nuclear fuel by January 31, 199, from shuclear power plants acro~s
the country-as r6quirTd bj the 1"982 Nuclear Wi Ste Polcy AcL.t.i" ii: ooo ° "

.1
go* NMl comminstt M~d on Scp~tonor 1'. 1994 In ropn"*o to DOM. Nwas ccs5jM0W~t c~I

jute (W Ea ug 210 my. 1030. thulyoWa.ActDn.

/

* - - V
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* Ms. Mfichelle lfiskinis
• " June 20, 1996.

Page3

7...-is procurement will help create a significant component of an integrated spent

• . .fuel management system, wbich will save nuclear electricity customers billions of

* dollars. More importantly, it will help demonstrate the nation's commitment to.

managing spent nuclear fuel instead of leaving that responsibility to future

generations..

Sincerely.,

JeF. Colvin

c: The Honorable Danic 1&A Dreyfus

I

I.

-°, °i "

d
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June20, 19%

Ms Mtchee Miskinis, Contracting Ofrer
U.S. Dept. of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW. Attn: HR-561.21
Washington, DC 20585.

haer Ria Uierdi

OCRWMTrdnspoation Plan, CBD IssueMay 24.1998. PSA #1002
"'U-

Packaging Technology. Inc. (PacTec) is pleased t6 subbmit an Expression of Interest ikr
* - participating in your planned acquisition for transportation of spent nuclear fuel and

other associated activities. As you can see from the attached Capabilities Summary,
. .: PacTec is well qualified to design and license packages, transport equipment and

associated hardware for the movement and storage of spent nuclear fuel. Our
capabilities and experience as a hardware provider, teamed with a company equally
qualified to provide the necessary services for preparing, loading, transporting and
storage of spent nuclear fuel. make us well qualified to participate in this exciting
project. Please include Us on any future procurement activities.

Particularly IndicatiVe of PacTec's recognized capabilifts throughoit the radioaCthie
Irmaterials padwcging and transportation Industry isour current role on development ot
the Muhl-Purpose Canister (MPC) System for storage, transport and ultimate disposal
of utility owned spent nuclear fuel. PacTe: ýas the lead role for the design and SAR

. developrrmntphase of that DOE sponsored program. Our design responsibilities on the
MPC program specifically includes having the lead role for all system integration
activities as well ais development of the spent fuel canisters, transportation casks and
much of the auxiliary hardware.

" In response to the issues raised in your 5/24/98 CBD notice, we offer the following
comments:.

I

3o

The EOI notes that contractors will be required to interface with State,- Local and
Tribal governments.

To what extent will these contractors act and serve as agents of the Federal
Government? Will they be empowered to reach binding agreements with State.
Local and Tribal govememnts? Clearly there are fundamental funcilons which
the Federal Government cannot delegate to contractorm. Will the contractores
role be limifed to providing an hlbrmation acquisition, distribution and transfer:
functon? . . .

SContracturation. Contract duration of 5-10 years are noted, With the first 2-3
. years devoted to the procurement of necessary equipment. It is noted that this

process will span several decades., .

.. I.
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For the initiaJ awards, a 23 year mobil-uation period is too short by
.-_ "approximately 12-18 months. The reason for this is that no US supplier

presently possesses a# the system elements and equ" ment needed to perform
these comprehensive storage and transportation functions. Thus the
• mobilization period must be long enough to design, develop, certify and fabricate
the needed systems and equipment. Using the MPC program as a guide: 12 to
18 months is needed to design, 12-18 months Is needed to ficense, 8-12 months

S•Is needed to construct, and 4 months is needed to bring equipment and
personnel into a state of operational readiness.

For subsequent awards, the 2-3 year period for mobilation Is adequate
" because the equipment would exist and be avallable from others on lease.

purchase or OFE bases.

. Finally, the 5-10 year duration, needs to be fixed at the longest possible duration
I in order to enable equipment development costs to be amortized over the
longest possible period. This amortization period will have a driving influence.

* upon DOE costs, thus need to be minimized by using.the longest possible
amortization periods.

1. Dividin&_ the Country by Regon. We believe other divLison con•cepts will enable.
contractors to provide higher quality 'services at lower costs to DOE. Specifically,
we recommend a division and allocation of the market by fuel. and reactor types.*
First. this fuel type allocation would minimize the equipment development and
acquisition costs of the contractors. These savings would passed along to DOE
In the form of reduced fuel shipping costs and quicker mobilization. We
recommend two PWR contracts, two BWR contracts, and a shte-specific fuels
contract to accommodate the unique fuels from small, older reactors. Second,
this fuel type allocation would avoid the possible circumstance In which each.
regional contractor would launih comprehensive parallel des'gn, development
and licensing efforts. Such a four-fold redundancy would not only be extremely.
wasteful but more importantly would severely over-tax the qualified technical
resources In this country - as regards both design development and regulatory

* personneL

-IIV. Resources to Perform. Without question. the Industry possesses sufficient
: resources to manufacture needed equipment. Presently the constraints related

to the paucity of ricenied equipment designs required to fulfill DOE's technical
requirements are the "critical path* item. It must be understood that today no
current supplier possesses the full range of capabilite (and designs) needed to
perform comprehensive fuel transportation services as envisioned here In this*.

* OCRWM Transportation Plan. Supplier claims to the contrary are pure sales
hype. ýTs constraint is one of the key reasons why we recommend an
allocation of contracts by fuel type rather than by regin.:

V. : oehtiaf Qusiness Arranrements. An essential requirement of a successful
business arrangement will be the minimization of contractor uncertainty., Such
minimization of uncertainty is absolutely essential to both DOE cost minimization

PacTec
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/ and achieving the goad of mai+mum compttion. A fiew ways to minimize implict
unc-ertainties would be as follows:

A. Treat the successful schievemnt of equipment mobilization as one or.
. .-. more fixed-price pay quantities. This would allow contractors to recover

-- their sunk costs of equipment design, development and ricensing.
B. St operatiol cnPentionpt two pay quantities: (a)$/gU

tr•nsportabn capablies - used or not.

C. At the condusion of each service contract, DOE should plan to acquire •.. . the depreciated equipment assets(if offered by the contractor) and make
such equipment availabli as GFE to any successor. contractor. -

We appreciate this opportunity to provide you with our comments and information about
our company and look forward to participating in the upcoming presollcltation.
conference on July 9I. 1998 in Washington D.C.-.

'Sininpe vmm "-
Packaging Technology. Inc.

D D. Snwchuk .
Business Development Director

Attachient: Pac

cc: R.T. Haesltg

-Tec CapabTeties SumnarU
F

+O O
* i
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S" J&R ENGINEERING CO., INC.538 OAKLAND AVENUE
" .P.O. BOX 447

MUKWDNAGO, W 53149
414/363-9660.

d FAX/363-9620ENGINEERING,ip S=£;CAUZO L/F7AG AND TRNRATIVN EOUFMMTr

*June 17i1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis

Contracting Officer
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
ATTN: HR-561-21
Washig n, D.C.

Dear MS. Miskinis,

We read with interest the article in Radioactive Waste Exchange regarding the DOE's
Srequest for submissions of interest seeking information on development of spent nuclear

fuel tranportation services. After you've had a chance to review the enclosed, I will call
you. Thank you.

Sincerely, d e A

* RichardM. Savignac
hV.P.g- Marketing.. . - - - -



= -- . JGR ENGINEERING CO., INC.
S•• . '53B OAKLAND AVENUE

P.O. BOX 447
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149

, "" 414/363-9660
FAX/363-9620

ENGINEERING , R T J .

June 17,1996 -

Ms. Michelle Miskinis'
Contracting Officer

*u.s. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
*1000 Independence Avenue, S.W.
ATTN: HR-561.21 -

Washington, D.C. .20585.

Dear Ms. Miskinist

We read with interest the article in Radioactive Waste Exchan= regarding the DOE's.
request for submissions of interes seeking information on development of spent nuclear

* fuel transportatio'n services. After you've had a chance to review the enclosed, I will call
you. Thank YOU.

Sincerely, . . . . ,

ew

.°.

% - - . ... ..*

.. P. Maonrketing'Ofce



WASHINGTON, NUCLEAR CORPORATION
3132 W. Joliet Court 127N

- " Mequon, WI 53092 .

. -June 13, 1996

Ms.' Michelle Miskinis .
Contracting Officer .

-' U. S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW.
Attention: HR-561.21
Washington, DC 20585

S . -. " . . ,

Dear Ms. Miskinis,

Given the severe time constraints under which Washington Nuclear Corporation is working at this
time, it is not possible for us to provide extensive comments by the established in the May,28,

.1996 Federal Register. We would, however, like to express our interest in participating in DOE's
market driven approach for meeting the waste management responsibilities of the Office of Civilian
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM).

The following brief comments are offered in order to provide you with a list of issues that we
consider to be critical to the success of the program:

:" .1. Before any of the ijiarket driven activities can commence, it will be necessary to revise the
contractual basis for delivering'spent fuel into the Federal waste management system. Utilities
will need to be convinced to tive up their delivery "entitlements" under the prevailing oldest.. • . •fuel first priorit'ization system m ure oprooeteoeale.fcec fteporm ie
fute frestre priozaton sltiem itorder to promote te overall efficiency of the program. Given
the pressure place on utilities to remove spent fuel frow their sites at the earliest possible date,
often without regard to the resulting costs, and the growing competition in the idustri s
not clear how this fundamental change can be accomplished.

. 2. Use of Nuclear Waste Fund contributions in a way that is equitable to all utilities has always
been a critical issue, with the responsibility for making and paying for site modifications a

..primary point of contention. Unless the costs assumed by utilities.can be shown tobe in their
S "own best interest (e.g., earlier anid more rapid removal of spent fuel), opposition will be hard

to overcome. ..
.3. While the concept of awarding contracts by region to promote competition is reasonable in

some respects, it may not optimize system performance. OCRWM must find some way to.
recognize the differences between the various transport modes and the often unique handling
requirements at each of the nuclear power plant sites. Allocation by region would probably be
the easiest to accomplish, but an allocation that allows contractors to specialize in dealing with
" pecific sets of requirements (e.g., transport mode, cask type, fuel configuration, etc.) would
be more likely to promote overall system efficiency. -

4. Assigning full responsibility for transport arrangements to private industry could well prove to
be a "two edged sword." While the contractors would be more likely to relay on regulations



I.

than 'on sensus to accomplish their transportation objectives, there are likely to be frequent
, -instances of intense opposition and even obstruction. In such instances, it may, prove

necessary for the Federal government to join private industry in opposing all illegal actions that
* interfere with accomplishment of the program's objectives. .

There are numerous other issues that we feel areciitical to the success of the OCRWM program,
and would be happy to discuss them withyou at a mutually convenient time.- Washington Nuclear

. Corporation has had a longstanding interest in the success of the OCRWM program and would
like to play a significant role in promoting its ultimate success.

If you would like to contact me for any reason, I can by reached by telephone at (414) 238-4631,
fax at (414) 238-4632, and e-mail at hs@nynco.com. We look forward to receiving additional
information on your plans and to participating in any presolicitation conferences.

Very truly yours,ý : r .. .

Howard S. Shimon
Program Manager, Nuclear Fuel Cycle

++.,

I.
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sot unw -[ STATE OF "IEVAuA .o.ma 'k. Wuz

- G oR f bC . .c.flr

" AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS' ~~NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFjCE,,.

Capit.ol C6ph.z
C.. . City, Nmda 69710
Telephoe: (702) 687-3744•. " .- ,r, (7or) 87.517 "

. - . .June Is, 1996 -

* Ms. Michelle Miskinis, Contracting Officr ,
13.S. Departmcnt of Energyf .
1000 Indcpcndence Avenue, S.W. " "

" Attention: HR-561.21
Washington. DC 20585. • , ..

RE:.ý State of Nevada Comments on the Department of Energy's Fedcral Rcgister Notice
of Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Serviccs

.cr MS. Mskinis:.

In response to The Nolice of Wastc Acceptance.,Storage, and "iransportation
* Scrviccs'that appeared in the Fcdcral Register, the Stalc of Ncvada offers the lollowing

comments. -

"() The Notice suggests that contractors, not the Department of Energy, would' be
" rcsponsible for recommending prcferred transporation modcs and mutcs and for

.. • intcrfacing with states, tinbcs; and local governments along those routes.

" Comment:- As Nevada and other western, MidWesicm, southern, and eastern
-- states have historically insisted, the delegalion of rcsponsibility for making modc

and route choices to carricrs is unacceptabli. This is 'clearly a DOE responsibility
. and one that DOE must accept if there is to be any cffcctivc planning and

coordination ofNuclcar Wastc Policy Act (NWPA) shipmcnts of spcnt nuclear
fucl (SNF). Leaving the modc and route decisions to carriers invitcs confusion,

, ." conflict, and increased public distrust in the cntire program. It wojld makc it
.extremely difficult foi.Statcs, tribes;.anid comm unitics along poiential.

• ""insportation routes to plan for cmcrgcncy response and readiness sin'c DOe is

.. ee
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proposing as many as four different contractors to be responsible for diflfrent
" "ological.regions of the country. That means that states and tribes would have to
work with multiple contractors on the route idcntilicationprocess. •Such a procss
wapld be unwieldy and likely not result in thc establishment ofroutc prcfcrýnccs

Ain time to implement adequate emergency response and preparedn.st capabilities.

Until publication of this F ederaf Register Notic, DOE had made commitmenLs to,
thc stares that it would engage in a route selection process'and take rcsponsibility
for shipment modes and route decisions. This Notici is a major step backward and
threatens to undermine the good work that DOE staffhas done over the past two
years in cstablishing communication with potcntial corridor states and tribes..
Viewed in combination with the devastating reductions in DOE assistance for

" coopcrativc agreementgroups of states, such as the Western Jnterstatc Energy
Board and other regional groups, the Notice signals a disturbing retrenchment ini

. DOE's willingness to work With st.tcs and tribes in resolving difficult issues like
route and mode sclection.

(2) `Jhc Noticeb comletelyignorie; the need to integrate waste acceptance, storage, and
transportation 'with other key aspects of DOI .'s NWPA respon-.ibilitics.

Comment: The Notice appear.-. to compartnentalizc the transportalion of SNF
-. " from the prcparation that is required to assure safe and unevcntfl shipment of

* these matcrials in unprecedented numbeicrs and for an unprecedented shipping
p pnmpaign duration. There is no provision, for cxamplc, to coordinatc activilies
contemplated undcz the Notice with the activities requires under Scction 1 90 (c) ofthe NWPA (emernc~y. response training and preparedness). As noted abnvc, the.
approach embuoJied in the Notice may make it difficult or impossible to provide
Section I80 (c) assistance to affected states and in the time framcs nccessary fur
effective training and preparation.'

• ,o

The Notice also sets up a "'systcm" otwaste management that is unco'ordinated and
likely to involve multiple types of transportation and storage containers, further
complicating operations throughout the system. Such a process.rewards
fragmentation and prohibits standudization of storage and transport components
that could bring significatit efficiency to the entire program. One of th altractive
fcatures of DO-'s now defunct MPC initiative was that it contributed a certain
stability to lhe transportalion planning process by reducing same of the.
uncrtqaintics about shipping contai er charactcristics and performance. Vlie
. sytem reflected in the current Notice eliminatcs any incentives for coordination

2
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• ' " " " and standardi7ation, and will likely result in costs being the deciding facmr in thes.lection . ld storage technologies.

- (3) The Notice indicates that DOE doe not intend to respond to any of the comments
S . it rcccivcs. Ihis is inappropriate given thc importanoe of the issus. being'.S'...addresse_ and the.significant implications f&r major changes in DOE's approach to•SNF transportation planning.

. Comment: Thc Notice represents an major- and potentially damaging -.. departur, from over 15 years of incremental progrcss.))OE has made in workingwith states and tribl in planning for the safe transportation ofspen nuclear fuel.
The transportation of SNP and otbcr high-level radioactive waste to a rWpositoywill affect hundreds of chies and thousands of communities in 43 states for aperiod that spans decades.- For DOE to simply discard a centralized and
participatory planning pr'ocess for one that Mies solely on arbitrary contractual
decision-making is inappropriate and unacceptable. This type of major program

" policy change requires DOE to not only respond spocifically to omments ,--." • received, but also to engage in a process of asscssing the propoucd new dircetion in - ..
. " light of past planning and commitments with affictcd parties. This should be donc -". through dialogue and interaction with affected states and regional groups, such as• ""the Wesitem Interstate Energy Board.

I hope these commcnts arc hlpful to you. Should you have questions or neced~ additional information, please lct mcknnw.

%S rcy

. .Robert R. Lou .
Executive Director

r " ". .. .. " ° '14 
u3
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SERVICES, INC.
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11 June 1996 -

Ms. Michelle Miskinis, POC
The US Dept. of Energy
The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Mgt.'
1000 Independence Ave. S.W. Art. HR 561.21.
Washington, D.C. 20585 .

Radiological Waste Management'

Dear Ms. Miskinis:

The enclosed SOQ will give you some idea of our capabilities as a transporter. you will
. note that we have considerable experience in and -about: nuclear reactors. We 'are

obviously interested in what happens to all form of waste on Nuclear facilities.
Hopefully, as these problems reveals themselves BDC Services will be a player in its
solution. As such we would appreciate being plugged into the loop as information is
disseminated to the hetherland. Kindly add our name to any type of list that is being
generated to this end.

. Sincerely,

Mike Duncan,
• VP Business Development "

P.O. BOX 662 P SIERRA MADRE, CA.91025 - PHONE: (213) 681-1610
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14,w Depar*ent
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COI' 4PANY

1416 DOOGE STREET
ROOM 830

OMAHA. NEBRASKA 68179-O01
FAX (402) 271-610.

Jun~e 1996

.Ms. Michelle Miskinis
Contracting Officer -

U.S. Department of Eneigy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Attention: HR-561.21
Washington D.C. 20585

'Re: Notice of Waste Acceptance, Storage and Transportation Services

Dear Ms. Miskinis:

In response to the notice published in the May 28, 1996 Federal Register
(61 Fed. Reg. 26508), this letter-willserve as Union Pacific Railroad Company's
"Submission of Interest" Please advise the individuals listed below of the
presolicitation conference (if one is held) and provide them with any additional
materials that may be made available:

'" . Lawrence E. Wzorek

Joseph D. Anthofer
* . Union Pacific Railroad Company " . .

Law Department - Room 830 . -

1416 Dodge Street
Omaha, NE 68179-0001 .

Phone (402) 271-3897
Fax (402) 271-5610

An additional three copies of this letter are enclosed as requested in the
May 28 notice.,

m Very truly yours,

Robert T. Opal
General Attorney
Direct dial: (402),271.3072.
Fax: (402) 271-5610

• ". "Z



cc: Larry Wzorek - Room 830Joe Anthofer - Room 830, - Joe Bateman - Room 801

j -
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De*arw 

'1416 Dodge Streit
n 83D 

.Omnaha. NE 6808'

So.: 202-34-419 Dt~: June20. 1998t airy Wzmek(40)2187

No. of PaOO3TranSm~gUM 
A cover

Plems for~wad via Oveniht mail a copy of the draft Stalement of Work and draftWast Acooptanoe, Transportafton and $woage Concep of Opeatons. Thw* you:. • 
. . .K ) .' " " .." , : .." • .- ,i', " . , . .. 

,. . ..

Tr" t Fo ,. 
. .*. 

.ax 
No. (402) 271-W1.

. . -". .. . .. i. . .. . -, : .. .. (402) 271.5625" .. IFYOUDONOTRECEIVEALLPAGES;*. 
.,. .-.'CALL US AS SOON AS POSSIBLE..". 

'(40) 271-4758
This fasmime imssage may be A privileged and Wonfidential communinatin Is. ' .

-*fitnded for the uise of fte peso to wf4om ft was sont. it youi have received rthi mesage
in error, please hotify us immediatel at(402) 2714758. This message should not be
dssaemnated or copied if youare not the intended recipient, but Should be returned to the'.'
,ebe address by nal or deasbed. THANK YOU.,

-- ,TOTAL 'PAGE .0131

I
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TRANSMODAL CORPORATION
1'09 Mwoag ft. 0*% Rxe.TN. 37830.-

TELECOPIER TRANSMISSION

IDATE: JUNE 17. 199

ATrENTION. MS. MICHELLE MIS

TiME: 906 AM FAX 202 634 419

KINIS•

-U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CNEROY

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES CILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT OMVrON

1.. MORGAN ROAD

OAK RIDGE, TN. 37830

OFFICE. 1-,00 581 1275 4X: (423) 482.0227

..... ENDER: STV
RE: PRESOLICIfA TiON CONFERENCE'FMR ACOMMiON OF AsPoRTAON 

. .. ,

MESS8AGE:

M Tis .letter is to express TRANSMVODAL CORPORATION and its teaming
-. partners interest in competing and providing' fte necessary services, required._to prepare, package, o and transport spent nuclear fuels and the associatedactivities to complete the assignments. We would like to attend ft

.presolicitat.on conference on July 9th.t the Forestall building. We plan to senttwo representatives-to the conference, please send us the information on V- .conference to the addrese above.

Our proposal for service comobinees le teaming of SAIC. Norfolk Soutcern aidTransmodal Corporations to offer a SEAMLESS APPROACH to logistics Services.including site wdrk planning, packaging, scheduling, container delivery, container

I.
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pickup, road transportaton,.rail transporton, andr documentation storage supportand maintenan '•

This is a un-que cobination of serves:' rail,- truck., containe s ocean logistics.Transmodal will provide on-site load planning supervision and dispatch penIonnl toS maximize loading and minimize delays. Transmodal, wordng with ..•AC to providefor 24-hour tracking for movements of containers and equipment. Transmodal cn" provide for full-time coordination at the overeas loading and the US delivery sitesand rail 'head. In the transportation and packaging operations. Transmodal. andSAIC maintains a competitive edge through professional development. Worldngwith the DOE Environmental Management, Transportation Management Division'sservices group, Trnsmodal.continuously monitors new regulatory trends, proposed
dockets and interpretations of regulations by the US Department of Transportation
(DOT), The Occupational Safety and Health Adrnristratbo (OSHA), The U.S." ... Environmtal Protection Agency (EPA), and the Deparfment of Defense (DOD).

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to participate in the up coming proposals."-in addition to providing the specific services inodcated in our proposals, we pledgeto conduct our services in a mannw which assures your satisfaction. "

I VE .
•,

pz ,.",S .

NI .ý" .4. 0.•
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NELSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY*.Builders of -Nelson Trailers
6448 US Route 224 EastOttawa, Ohio 45875-9789

-- Phone (419)523-5321
Fax (419)523-6247

June 12, 1996

As. Michelle MiskinisContracting Officer
U.S. Dept of Energy.1000 Independence Ave. SW 

'* - "Washington D.C. 20585.. 
..Rei: HR-561.21

- Dear Ms. Miskinis:

Nelson Mfg. Co for the past 48 years :has established its
reputation by designing and building trailers to meet the special

* transportation requirements of its customers..
Some of our more interesting projects have been trailers

designed for the nuclear industry'. The following is a list of some
of" those projects..'

A cask trailer for Westinghouse Idaho Falls •.(70 ton capacity for on site use)
, A Buss cask trailer for Westinghouse Hanford(20 ton capacity for over the road travel) "Equipment transporter for Westinghouse Hanford(150 ton capacity..for on site transporting)

Two trailers for SGN/Transnuclear- 
.LR-56oWestinghouse 

Hanford/Martin"Marietta
Trailers for compacting.hospital 

waste.Mobile press for E W Bliss/Westinghouse 
Hittman

A trailer for hauling contaminated casings and pumpsWestinghouse Hanford.(70'. iong with elevating platform) 
,.

.7
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NELSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Builders of Nelson Trailers

6448 US Route 224 East-
-Ottawa, 'Ohio 45875-9789

Phone (419) 523-5321
Fax (419)523-6247

We are presently involved with the following'projects.

Ohe trailer for SGN/Transnuclear'
LR-56 Westinghouse Hanford/Savannah River'.

Two trailers for Mobilized Systems/Westinghbuse
Transporting long length (701-80') contaminated

Multiple trailers for Transnuclear/Westinghouse
Transporting spent nuclear fuel-K Basin.

Hanford
equipment.

Hanford
-.--.

This brief history will hopefully provide an insight into our
capabilities. Enclosed you shall also find a brochure representing
some of our othervproducts.

Please include us on your list of parties interested in the
transportation of Spent Fuel and High Level Radioactive Waste.

Y t

. " ~Yours truly,.• -

George F. Rellinger.

-I.



M ATIC 20201 Cent" BoulevardQ ~Germantown, MD 20874MANAGEMENT 301)353-0SERVICES, INC. (301) 353076/FAX

June 13, 1996

Ms. Michelle Miskinis, Contracting Officer.
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
ATTN: HR-561.21
Washington, DC 20585

RE: Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Transportation Plan'

Dear Ms. Miskinis:

Reference is made to the May 24, 1996 announcement in the Commerce Business Daily for
Expression of Interest and Comments Regarding the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste
Management Transportation Plan. Systematic Management Services, Inc. (SMS) would like
to receive additional information, including draft solicitation documents, 'as soon as they
become available.

.The point of contact for SMS is:

•,_./Mr. E.ric Dangle
Manager, Business Development

Systematic Management Services, Inc..
20201 Century Boulevard
Germantown, MD 20874
(301) 353-0072 Phone
(301) 353-9035 FAX

.: Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl.Dunham : •.
Proposal Administrative Specialist - .

/ cd<

"Controlling he Future"
r
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~- TRANSNUCLEAR, INC,

Michelle Miskinis
Contrac.ting Officer
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

June 17, .1996

". Attention: DOE/HR-561.21

Subject: Expression of Interest and Comments on DOE's Notice of
Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services, FR Doc.
96-13244, dated 5-24-96. "

Dear Ms. Miskinis;.
Transnuclear, Inc.- is pleased to submit this Expression of.

Interest and Comments on the subject Notice. Transnuclear, Inc.
provides' specialized Services and equipment for the nuclear fuel

* cycle that-support transportation, storage, and handling of spgnAt_-.
* nuclear fuel, radioactive waste, and other radioactive materials'• ~Transnuclear, Inc. also manages transportation operations •:•involving various categories of radioactive materials, including

spent fuel assemblies, Transnuclear,' Inc. was incorporated in theState of-New York in 1965. • . •

* Transnuclear, Inc*. is interested in participating in the Office
i of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management's Services of Waste

Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation.. Transnuclear, Inc.'s,
qualifications for such participation are discussed below.

. I Transnuclear, Inc. has been involved ih the design, analysis,.*:
. fabrication, testing; certification and operation of numerous

packagings for spent fuel, radioactive waste, and other -

radioactive materials for more than three decades.' During this
* time Transnuclear has developed and demonstrated the full -

capabilities required for successful support of customer needs-• '' "for procurement and operattion of spent fuel packagings,,- and :transportation and storage systems. *This expertise is not

limited to. the packagings. themselves" but extends to all.. -

- considerations needed for Operation, such as canister lifting and
.handling equipment, vacuum drying equipment, transport, frames and

.trailers,operating procedures,. training, and quality assurance.

Transnuclear, Inc. is a member of the international Transnuclear• "'.. .. Group, -a. worldwide -organization of af filiated companies employingmore than 100 engineers with special expertise in fuel cycle

engineerir.g, operations and transportation. The .Transnuclear
Group has -operations in France, the United King§dom, Belgium,

• Spain and Japan in addit'ion to the United States.

* Transnucleaire, the parent company' of Transnuclear, Inc.,along -

FOUR.SKYLINE DRIVE * HAWTHORNE, NEW YORK 10532-2176

TELEPHONE: g014-347-2345 FAX:.914-347-2346

W
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- am- TRANSNUCLEARy INC.
June 17, 1996

Michelle Miskini s
Contracting Officer '*

U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW'

.. Washington, D;C. 20585

Attention: DOE/HR-561.21

-Subject: Expression of Interest and Comments on DOE's Notice of.
* Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation Services, FR Doc..

96-13244, dated 5-.24-96. "

.Dear Ms. Miskinis;

' Transnuclear,. Inc. is pleased to submit this Expression of.
Interest and Comments on the subject Notice. Transnuclear, Inc.

. provides specialized services and equipment for the nuclear fuel'
cycle that support transportation, storage, and handling of spent

" nuclear fuel, radioactive waste, and other radioactive materials..
Transnuclear, Inc. also manages transportation operations
involving various categories- of radioactive materials', including
spent.fuel assemblies. Transnuclear, Inc.*-was incorporated in the
State of New York in 1965..

. - Transnuclear, Inc..is interested in participating in the Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management's. Services of Waste

- Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation., Transnuclear, Inc.'s
qualifications for such participation are discussed below.

Transnuclear,. Inc. has been involved in the design,-analysis,
fabrication, testing, certification and operation of numerous
packagings for spent fuel, radioactive waste, "and other

* radioactive materials for more than"three decades. During this
time Transnuclear has developed and demonstrated the full
capabilities required for successful support of customer needs
for procurement and operation of spent fuel packagings, and*.
transportation and storage systems.. This expertise is not.

-. limited .to the packagings themselves, but extends to all
considerations needed for operation, such as canister lifting and
handling equipment, vacuum drying equipment,. transport frames .and-

. .trailers, operating procedures, training, and.quality assurance.
Transnuclear, Inc. is a member of the international Transnuclear
Group, a worldwide organization of affiliated companies employing
more'than 100 engineers with special expertise in fuel cycle
engineering, operations and transportation. The Transnuclear
Group has operations inFrance, the United .Kingdomj Belgium,
S spain and Japan in addition to the United States.'.

Transnucleaire, the parent company of Transnuclear, Inc.,along

FOUR'SKYLINE DRIVE .HAWTHORNE, NEW YORK 10532-2176
S-TELEPHONE: 914-347-2345 * FAX: 914-347-2346



" with Nuclear Transport, Ltd. (NTL), also a member. of the
Transnuclear Group, is responsible for the transportation of

. spent fuel to reprocessing facilities in'France and England from
various countries in Europe. These organizations are also

. . 'responsible for the'design, testing, and manufacture of transport
packages, transportation of 'spent fuel and other radioactive
materials and products throughout;.the world. Transnucleaire also
maintains an extensive cask maintenance facility. Transnuclear
works with both of-these.organizations for shipments into and out
-of the US.

.Transnuclear. Inc., in close cooperation with other' members of
the Transnuclear .Group, has developed innovative nuclear
material transport and storage systems since its-formation. The
Group pioneered the use of.dry transportof spent fuel, the only
method now being 'used in the'United States. .

.Transnuclear, Inc. is well qualified to participate in the OCRWM.
S.Waste Acceptance, Storage, and Transportation'Services operations

based -on experience and expertise developed from many years of
..planning and implementing utility spent 'fuel transportation
projects'-and in providing, spent fuel transport and storage cask
designs'and hardware to both utilities and government
contractors.

Transnuclear, Inc.'s capabilities relative to transportationoperations include successful interactions with utilities. as the
shippers of'spent'fuel .and with utilities and DOE-operated
'facilities as the receiver-of the spent fuel'assemblies; .Qk] successful interactions with local,.'state, and federal.:
authorities in'development of transportation routes and security
measures; and interactions with carriers in achieving'cost'.-

S- effective carrier services" Interactions with utilities include.
" loading site'surveys;, design and fabrication of facility/package

system interface equipment; training and supervision of 'utility
-. .operations staff in'the handling, loading, and preparation for"

shipment of packages; and intermodal and standard'truck,' rail,
and ship transportation planning and'implementation.

Transnuclear. Inc.'s capabilities relative -to design, licensing,
* and fabrication of spent fuel casks' is extensive and ranges.from"

design and fabrication of its own TN-8 and TN-9, TN-BRP and TN-_
REG, and TN-FSV transportation.casks to the design and,

- .... fabrication of the TN-24., TN-40, and TN-32-spent fuel storage
. • casks. In addition to the extensive interactions with utility

'staff in the design,' licensing, procurement, and operation phases
of these projects, .Transnuclear., Inc." has many man-years of NRC
licensing experience based on these designs"

In addition, 'Transnuclear, Inc., has.developed designs of
equipment for-spent fuel handling, including the 'EPRI/DOE' Dry
Transfer System for spent'fuel-transfer fromone cask to another.

These projects are summarized'below and are detailed in the



-• . attached Capabilities and Experience. document.

Transnuciear, ,Inc. has dealt with federal, state and local
. governments as well-as law-enforcement'officials for-morethan 25

yearsin.all areas related to safety.and security for the
- transport of radioactive material.

A summary of Transnuclear,. Inc. spent fuel transportation and
cask fabrication projects is included as.an attachment to this
letter.

.. Transnuclear, Inc. is interested and qualified to participate-in
--the OCRWM program discussed in the referenced notice. We would be

pleased to discuss our ideas in more detail with the OCRWM at any
" time. Please include Transnuclear, Inc. in .all future

communications regarding-this program.-

Further correspondence should be addressed to'the undersigned.

a.Vli tru'l .

_ •. • . i•,•.n S, Ha son
,President and CEO

Enclosures (3) . "


